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Introduction

I

Beginning in 1965, the United States has been providing health insurance
through 1\lledicaid to certain low-income groups. The program was created by the
federal government, and the federal government is responsible for setting some
general regulations and provides most of the funding. Yet, from the beginning, it
has been the states who have administered Medicaid, and they have had a great
deal of discretion in setting its rules. Besides the question whether a state should
have a Medicaid program in the first place, states have been allowed to cover or
not cover optional services, use Managed Care, and set reimbursement rates for
physicians and hospitals. Most notably, the states have been allowed to determine,
within some restrictions, the key question of who should be made eligible for the
program and who should not. Initially, the program focused on targeted groups
that were widely held to be vulnerable: the elderly, the disabled, and recipients of
certain public assistance programs - in particular, single mothers and their chil
dren. Over time, however, the Medicaid program has been expanded considerably
and now covers groups that were not previously recognized as in need of public as
sistance. Since so much of the action has occurred on the state level, one cannot
understand the dynamics of change in Medicaid without directing one's attention
towards the states.
This paper contributes to a better understanding of the implications of the de
volution of authority to the states by studying the political processes in the states
through which they make decisions about Medicaid parameters within federal guide
lines

specifically, which individuals should be eligible. Ultimately, this knowl

edge will inform whether or not this delegation of authority to the states is equi
table and efficient. One can imagine a variety of arguments made on this point. Pro-
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ponents of delegation might argue, for example, that residents of different states
have different preferences regarding the generosity of the welfare state. In this
view, delegation allows state governments to tailor the welfare state more specif
ically to their populations than a one-size-fits-all welfare regime imposed by the
federal government could do. Similarly, some claim that state governments simply
have better information about local conditions than the federal government would
and could therefore deliver services more cost efficiently than the federal govern
ment would be able to (Bovbjerg, Wiener and Housman 2003). However, others are
worried that states with the largest populations of the poor might also be the gov
ernments with the fewest resources available to assist, and so the states that need
Medicaid the most might end up with the least generous programs. The federal
government's Medicaid financing scheme was designed to address this concern by
supplying poorer states with higher matching grants, but this may not have been suf
ficient to offset the inequalities entirely. Taking this point further, some see health
care as a right which should be accessible to everyone, independent of the state they
reside in, and so oppose delegation on this point. Furthermore, unlike the federal
government, most states have rules in place that require them to balance their oper
ating budget. Thus, one might be concerned that during a recession, precisely at the
time when low-income individuals depend most heavily on the government's safety
net , state governments might have to make cuts in response to falling tax revenues,
whereas the federal government could simply run a deficit. Moreover, the argument
has been made that states are undercutting each other's standards so as not to be
more generous than their neighbors and avoid "welfare migration'' (Peterson and
Rom 1990) . A last danger to equitable access to health insurance is racism. In some
states, a larger share of the poor are of color than in others. If whites hold racial
prejudices towards Medicaid recipients, then racist voters or policymakers might
5

push for more generous programs in states with a small minority share of the poor,
and for less generous programs in states with a large minority share of the poor.
Presumably, through the imposition of uniform national standards, this problem
could be ameliorated if program design were left to the federal government.
To address any of these concerns, it is important to study how Medicaid policy
is formulated. In particular, I will construct a model of policymaking that stresses
the importance of ideology, facts, pressure from other actors, and attention to the
process of defining eligibility thresholds. I will then test this model empirically to
determine which important factors influence the levels of state eligibility standards,
and whether incremental changes in these standards differ systematically from non
incremental ones. My findings reveal that Democratic control of the legislature and
a liberal public are associated with more expansive eligibility standards, but that
this difference is more pronounced in rules for adults than for children. Contrary
to what one might expect, states do not cut down on Medicaid eligibility during
recessions. However, states find a clandestine way to reduce Medicaid caseloads in
bad economic times by raising bureaucratic barriers to enrollment, a process that,
due to its incremental nature, largely escapes public notice. Lastly, I find some evi
dence of states trying to undercut each other's eligibility standards, but no evidence
of racism. The results indicate that policymakers shape their policies to conform
to their constituents' ideological beliefs, but also respond to the state's fiscal out
look, and that more could be done to prevent hidden Medicaid cutbacks during
recessions.
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2

Medicaid and its Evolution1
Medicaid was established as part of the 1965 Social Security Amendment as a

joint effort by the federal government and the states to provide health insurance to
certain needy populations that would not be able to afford medical care otherwise.
Each state develops its own program subject to federal regulations and approval by
the federal government and receives matching dollars from the federal government
in return. In particular, states design their programs along three crucial dimensions:
they decide who is eligible, which barriers applicants have to overcome to sign up
for the program, and, to some extent, which medical services are covered under the
program at which reimbursement rates. Moreover, Medicaid is administered by
the state governments through their Departments of Health and Human Services
(DHHS). Thus, this is a program shaped to a large extent by the actions of the
states.
Yet, the federal government retains a non-negligible amount of control over the
program as well. The federal government has imposed a number of regulations on
the services that must, may, or may not be covered under the program. Similarly,
the federal government has repeatedly defined certain populations that must be
covered by all states with a Medicaid program. It has also greatly restricted the
scope for cost-sharing through copayments or deductibles. Exceptions to some of
these restrictions are possible: states can apply for waivers from some of the rules,
for instance through the use of managed care, which have to be approved by the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), a federal agency. In exchange
for this control over the states' programs, the federal government contributes to the
financing by matching each dollar spent by the states with at least one dollar out
'Much of the following discussion is informed by Gruber (zooJ).
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of the federal budget. The matching rate varies by the states' economic conditions:
the federal government contributes 50% of total expenditures in richer states, and
the rate rises to 82% for the poorest states.
Since the creation of Medicaid in 1965, its target population has been altered
considerably. From the beginning, Medicaid was aimed at four different popula
tions, which is why it has been characterized as "four public insurance programs in
one" (Gruber 2003, 15). The first three are certain elderly who need access to some
medical services not covered by Medicare, the low-income disabled, and institu
tionalized elderly. While these make up only 25% of enrollees, they account for
two thirds of the costs, mostly due to the high costs of services for the disabled and
in nursing homes. However, the largest share of enrollees consists of low-income,
non-elderly families. Here, the understanding of what exactly it means to have an
income "low enough" to qualify for Medicaid has changed over time. At the outset,
Medicaid eligibility for this group was linked to receipt of other transfer programs,
most notably Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). The presumption
was that health insurance should be provided through the workplace, and that it
was therefore necessary to provide public health insurance only to persons on the
welfare rolls who were not expected to work.
With time, this understanding eroded for a number of reasons. First, by tying it
self to a narrow definition of the eligible population that consisted mainly of single
women with children, Medicaid invited criticism from liberals who contended that
the "merely" poor and uninsured were equally deserving of assistance (Tallon and
Brown 1998). Second, employers can no longer be counted on to provide compre
hensive health insurance, especially for low-wage workers. Private health insurance
coverage dropped after covering 79% of the population in 1968 to 67% in 2007 (Co
hen et al. 2009). This erosion of the system of private health care coverage meant
8

that calls for government to reduce the number of uninsured gained traction. Third,
starting in the 198os, novel arguments based on cost-effectiveness were being made
for a Medicaid expansion for pregnant women and children (Grogan and Patashnik
2005). Analysts argued that pregnant women and children were relatively cheap
to insure, yet their health outcomes would be crucial for determining children's
health outcomes in the future. Therefore, insuring them now would prove a sound
investment that would prevent higher future costs. Fourth, the characteristics of
welfare recipients themselves, and with it their perception in the general public, has
changed (Moffitt 2003). When AFDC was set up in the 1930s as part of the New
Deal, women receiving public assistance were generally not expected to work out
side the home. Since this precluded them from obtaining health insurance through
an employer, it seemed sensible to provide these women with public health insur
ance. However, over time, the expectation that women on welfare ought to work
became much more widespread, and policymakers sought ways to better integrate
these women into the labor market. Medicaid expansions served this purpose, be
cause granting health insurance to low-wage workers meant that women who moved
off the welfare rolls into employment did not have to fear losing their health insur
ance. Furthermore, the 1996 welfare reform pushed many recipients off the welfare
rolls. With uninsurance still a serious problem, however, supporters of Medicaid
argued that Medicaid should be expanded beyond the welfare rolls to cover all, or
at least most, of the poor who needed health insurance (Smith and Moore 20o8).
In fact, such an expansion had gradually begun a decade earlier. Alarmed by a
loss of health insurance for many families with an unemployed bread-winner dur
ing the 1981-1982 recession, as well as numbers showing an infant mortality rate
that far surpassed that of other developed nations, Congress first allowed and then
mandated states to expand eligibility for Medicaid beyond the traditional welfare
9

population. The expansions were targeted at pregnant mothers and infants and
appealed to a wide range of groups, including liberals concerned about assistance
for the vulnerable, pro-life groups trying to curb abortion, and Southern politicians
worried about their region's high uninsurance and infant mortality rates (Smith and
Moore zooS). In the following years, states continued to modify eligibility rules,
leading to a great diversity in program regulations across states. By the time welfare
reform was enacted, the tight link between AFDC and Medicaid had already been
severed.
Interestingly, Grogan and Patashnik (zoos) note that the expansions set in mo
tion a dynamic that fortified the program's place in the American political land
scape. By expanding eligibility beyond the welfare population, the Medicaid pro
gram was decreasingly associated with a stigmatized constituency and became in
creasingly amenable to support from the middle class. Grogan and Patashnik show
that in I995 when Republicans called for Medicaid cutbacks, President Clinton
forcefully defended the program by pointing out that much of Medicaid spending
goes to non-poor elderly in nursing homes, effectively linking the program to the
middle class. This strategy helped preserve the program against political attacks
and set the stage for the single biggest implemented expansion yet.
In 1997, Congress created the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), an
attempt to expand public health insurance coverage for children and infants living
in families with incomes substantially above the poverty line. Like Medicaid, this
program is a joint undertaking of federal and state governments with federal sup
port in the form of matching grants. S tates have a bit more flexibility in defining
the benefits package in a separate CHIP program than they do in traditional Med
icaid, and states may make use of premiums and copayments, which is not the case
in Medicaid. Unlike Medicaid, CHIP is not an entitlement program, and states can
IO

cap enrollment or place applicants on waiting lists. The matching rate for CHIP is
enhanced, meaning that a larger share of the costs are borne by the federal govern
ment. Overall, however, the parallels between CHIP and Medicaid are consider
able, reflected in the fact that states were given the option to integrate CHIP into
their existing Medicaid programs; many chose to do so. This is why, from here on,
I will use "Medicaid" to refer to both Medicaid and CHIP, unless otherwise noted.
In addition to expansions o f the Medicaid and CHIP programs, some states
also covered additional groups through entirely state-funded initiatives. Although
such programs received no funding from the federal government, they nevertheless
seemed attractive to some states because they were not bound to federal regulations
in the design of the program. Accordingly, they were free to expand eligibility to
groups that Medicaid could not cover, but also to include premiums, copayments,
deductibles or more limited benefit packages than what would have been allowed
under Medicaid. Yet, these programs are still usually more attractive than insurance
sold on the market, and they have played an important role offering publicly funded
health insurance to low- and middle-income families whose income is too high to
qualify for Medicaid.
In sum, Medicaid has evolved from a relatively limited entitlement program
strongly linked to welfare receipt to a broader program that covers many individu
als below; and increasingly even above, the poverty line. This process was marked by
ongoing discussions about just how expansive the program should be, who should be
made eligible and who should not. In these discussions, Republicans have tended to
favor more restrictive eligibility, often citing the fiscal strain Medicaid puts on the
federal and state governments as a reason to be wary of large expansions in eligibil
ity. In this view; Medicaid takes away resources from other important government
priorities or necessitates tax hikes that harm taxpayers and the economy (Hacker
II

and Skocpol r997). Another worry is crowd-out, the phenomenon that individuals
drop private coverage in order to enroll in Medicaid. Although there are problems
for Medicaid enrollees because some doctors refuse to see them as a result of low
reimbursement rates, the expansive coverage of benefits and the absence of premi
ums and cost-sharing mechanisms make Medicaid a quite attractive option. There is
some empirical support for the hypothesis that Medicaid expansions, especially the
ones that make higher-income individuals eligible, induce crowd-out (Gruber and
Simon 2oo8) . In the presence of crowd-out, the government covers households who
do not need Medicaid to obtain health insurance coverage, which reduces the effec
tiveness of Medicaid as a means to cover the uninsured. Democrats, by contrast,
have usually been associated with expansions of the program, arguing the points
raised above: that the growing population of the uninsured is vulnerable and in
need of public assistance and that spending on health care, especially for pregnant
women and infants, represents an investment in future health that will pay off for
all of society. More generally, their support for a relatively generous program seems
driven by a more sympathetic attitude towards government support for low-income
households (Cook and Barrett r992).

I2

3

Review of Earlier Scholarship
There is a long tradition of scholarship examining interstate differences in an

tipoverty policies. AFDC, as the older welfare program, was the one that attracted
attention first; it was only when Medicaid eligibility was decoupled from AFDC
eligibility in the 198os that researchers could identify effects of Medicaid that were
independent from effects of AFDC, and so Medicaid could be studied separately.
The earliest studies of interstate differences in generosity for welfare policies (e.g.,
Dawson and Robinson 1963, Hofferbert 1966, Jennings 1979) focus o n differences
in welfare expenditure as a function of socioeconomic characteristics of the state
population and interparty competition. They test a hypothesis derived from Key
(1949) according to which in those states where interparty competition is greater,
parties have to pay greater attention to the poor to win over their votes, resulting in
more generous welfare policies. Neither author finds support for their hypotheses,
concluding that socioeconomic factors, rather than political ones, drive the diffet
ences. However, their studies suffer from serious methodological deficiencies (Dye
1984), including poorly defined measures of welfare policy, a measure of interparty
competition that lumps Republican-controlled and Democratic-controlled legisla
tures together, and the reliance on rank-order correlations, which assumes that any
two consecutively ranked states are equally far apart in the distribution, an assump
tion that is almost certainly false. Moreover, it is of course logically incoherent to
conclude that no political forces factor into a policy decision, just because the one
selected variable, interparty competition, does not.
Dye (I 984) criticizes these earlier papers and makes several improvements in his
own study, such as differentiating between Republican- and Democratic-controlled
legislatures, controlling for per capita income and dispensing with rank-order cor-
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relations. He concludes that welfare expenditure is linked to Democratic control
of the legislature in twenty states. Hanson Cr984) is the first scholar to consider
Medicaid independently; and also delivers a forceful argument against using total
expenditure as a dependent variable because knowing about total expenditure still
does not permit inferences about the content of the program.

argues that it is

much more informative to look at the program characteristics that produce these
expenditures, and that using expenditure represents an unjustified confusion of the
process and the outcome of policy. However, his own analysis of determinants of
Medicaid caseloads contains only a few explanatory variables, and his main find
ings are, unsurprisingly; that a large population size and high unemployment are
associated with high caseloads.
Barrilleaux and Miller Cr988), studying a cross-section of states, provide the first
analysis that takes interest groups into account, and find that in states where the
density of medical providers is high, Medicaid expenditures are also. However,
their analysis of Medicaid expenditures suffers from the deficiencies noted by Han
son. Furthermore, they include few other explanatory variables; notably; as Kousser
(zooz) remarks, a measure of party control of the state legislature is conspicuously
absent.
Since then, three articles have treated Medicaid with more theoretical sophis
tication, and my work is most similar in spirit to these three. Each article builds on
the previous one, so I will treat the three in turn, and discuss their results as well as
their limitations.
Grogan's (1994, 1996) paper greatly improves upon the theoretically lacking ear
lier articles. She recognizes that Medicaid expenditures are the results of several dis
tinct political processes, each of them being shaped in different degrees by different
actors. Grogan divides Medicaid into the dimensions of financial eligibility (eligi14

bility tied to AFDC receipt), categorical eligibility (several groups of persons states
can cover optionally) and benefit coverage. She then proceeds to posit different
hypotheses regarding the political processes that govern each dimension, consid
ering, among other things, party control, political culture, interest group pressure,
demographics and several measures of economic prosperity. Regarding eligibility;
she finds that political culture, strength of interest groups, per capita income, a
measure of the population's health, the matching rate and the average wage from
the lowest-paying industry enter significantly. However, party control, the unem
ployment rate, and the size of the minority population are notably insignificant.
Although Grogan's article marks a great improvement over previous work, it has
still left considerable room for improvement. As Kousser C2oo2) points out, she uses
a timewise autoregressive model described in Kmenta (1986) that has been shown
to be unreliable for panel data (Beck and Katz 1995). Furthermore, Grogan fails to
take several factors into account, and uses questionable methods to measure others.
Curiously, she does not include a measure of the severity of the political problem
Medicaid should address, such as the number of uninsured, in her model. She also
ignores the role of the governor. Her measure of financial eligibility is based on
a state's AFDC standards, which may have had some validity for the time period
she considers in her study (the 198os), but would be inappropriate to use now that
the link between AFDC and Medicaid has been weakened considerably. Grogan's
measure of interest group strength is based on the work by Hrebenar and Thomas
(1 987, 1992, 1993a, 1993b), which is cross-sectional in nature and does not take into
account changes over time. This is problematic, because health care-related inter
est groups have grown considerably in strength since 1980 (Thomas and Hrebenar
2004). Finally, her measure of political culture is rather dated and does not allow
for variation over time: she uses Sharkansky's (1969) index of states, who assigns
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states scores that place them on a continuum from moralistic via individualistic to
traditionalistic, a categorization based on Elazar 6966). It is worth noting that even
Sharkansky himself had reservations about the meaningfulness of this classification,
calling it "of questionable reliability" (Sharkansky 1969, 83).
The next attempt to explain variation in Medicaid eligibility policy comes from
Kousser (2002). His work is based on expenditure, although he disregards spending
the federal government mandates state governments to undertake and focuses only
on discretionary spending. This allows him to find that legislative party control does
matter

states with legislatures controlled by Democrats choose to spend more on

Medicaid. Moreover, wealthier states, states with more female-headed households,
states with a larger medical lobby, and states with smaller minority populations
choose to spend more on Medicaid. However, it appears that public opinion and
the governor's party affiliation do not influence Medicaid expenditures.
Kousser's work is valuable for the breadth of independent variables considered,
and it suffers from fewer methodological shortcomings than Grogan's. One impor
tant weakness, however, remains: Kousser's measure of discretionary expenditure is
in large part driven by expenditures for the "medically needy," non-poor individuals
who have high medical bills they cannot afford. A large part of those eligible under
this section of the program are elderly who have high nursing home expenditures.
Since the elderly have a very different standing in the American political landscape
than low-income families, it appears likely that the political forces shaping rules for
the "medically needy" could be quite different from those shaping eligibility rules
for poor families. Therefore, it is unclear whether Kousser's findings still hold once
attention is restricted to low-income families.
The third major study, Baughman and Milyo (20o8), represents the only paper
to date that uses "simulated eligibility" as the dependent variable. Simulated eligi16

bility, originally introduced by Currie and Gruber Cr996), uses a randomly drawn
national sample of the population and applies each state's eligibility rules to this
sample as though it actually reflected the state's population. It thus imputes what
percentage of the population would be eligible if the state's population had the de
mographic and economic characteristics of the national average. Unlike the actual
share of the population eligible, this measure manages to isolate the effects of the
legislative environment from the general demographic and economic conditions of
the state. The authors' main findings are that the share of Democrats in the leg
islature and per capita income are positively related to eligibility levels, and that
the federal matching rate and fiscal capacity (a measure of states' revenues if they
all had the same tax structure) are negatively related to eligibility. The former two
estimates are unsurprising, and the findings regarding the matching rate confirm
results from Grogan (1994, 1996) and Kousser C2oo2) . Higher matching rates are
granted to poorer states, and the negative coefficients seem to indicate that wealth
ier states can afford more generous programs despite facing lower matching rates.
The counterintuitive findings on fiscal capacity are likely a result of a misapplication
of the measure of fiscal capacity employed, an index compiled by Tannenwald Cr999,
2002) , Tannenwald and Turner (2oo6) and Yilmaz et al. (2oo6). These indices, in
addition to covering only a few years (Baughman and Milyo have to interpolate for
years not covered) , are scaled so that the mean state always has score roo; thus, if
each state's fiscal capacity improved from one year to the next, the index would be
unable to pick up the change. This makes the index's use in a longitudinal dataset
questionable, to say the least.
The paper has several more shortcomings. It fails to account for public opinion,
party control of the governorship and interest groups, and instead includes several
measures of "good governance" (term limits, contribution limits and public election
17

funding). The latter is particularly puzzling since the authors themselves admit that
there is no good scientific basis why they should be important; not surprisingly, they
turn up insignificant. Similarly, it should not come as a surprise that the inclusion
of voter turnout as a variable produces no significant results: while Baughman and
Milyo cite some scholarship purporting to show that higher turnout is associated
with larger welfare spending (Husted and Kenny 1997, Lott and Kenny 1999), this
research is actually geared towards the much more specific question of the effect of
expanding suffrage to women and minorities on the size of government.
In addition to this research specifically directed towards Medicaid eligibility,
there are a few other studies that are of interest here. First, there is the idea of a
"race to the bottom," which was first suggested by Peterson and Rom (1990) and has
subsequently been taken up by a number of authors (see Rom, Peterson and Scheve
1998, Mooney zoo1, Berry, Fording and Hanson zoo3, Bailey and Rom zoo4). It
concerns the question of "welfare magnets," states with such generous welfare stan
dards that welfare recipients migrate from surrounding states to take advantage of
the welfare program. Even if such migration were rare in practice, the fear of be
coming a "welfare magnet" could prompt legislators to lower its welfare benefits,
setting in motion a "race to the bottom". Both Grogan (1994, 1996) and Baughman
and Milyo (zooS) claim to find support for the "race to the bottom" thesis as they
are able to show that, controlling for socioeconomic characteristics, a state's eligi
bility criteria are correlated with the benefit level of its surrounding states. This
mirrors findings that AFDC benefits in neighboring states are correlated (Rom, Pe
terson and Scheve 1998). However, Bailey and Rom (zoo� have clarified the theory
by differentiating between mere convergence (neighboring states adopt similar wel
fare levels) and competition (states will not mind spending less than their neighbors,
but will be reluctant to spend more). By separating the two effects that other re18

searchers, including ones studying Medicaid, have treated as one , the authors are
able to test more sharply for the existence of a "race to the bottom". They find
evidence of a "race to the bottom" for AFDC and Medicaid expenditure, but not
for Medicaid eligibility levels. Overall, the authors note wryly that "the race appears
to be one of turtles, not of hares" (Bailey and Rom 2004, 339), since the estimated
effects are not particularly large for any program.
Second, since the earlier literature cited above was so preoccupied with elec
toral competition and produced such unsatisfactory results, the more recent stud
ies have largely ignored the concept, and neither Grogan nor Kousser or Baughman
and Milyo take it up. Yet, a few advances have been made in the literature. Most no
tably, Barrilleaux, Holbrook and Langer (2oo2), in a study of interstate differences
in AFDC expenditure, propose a more sophisticated theory of interparty competi
tion. They argue that the core constituency of the Democratic Party cares greatly
about welfare, whereas the core constituency of the Republican Party does not.
Moreover, they propose, in tight election campaigns, each party tries to appeal to
its core with a variety of promises. Therefore, one would expect Democratic party
control to translate frequently into more generous welfare policies in very compet
itive states, and less so in less competitive states. The authors indeed find empirical
support for their hypothesis, and it will be interesting to see whether it can be sub
stantiated in the context of Medicaid policy as well.
Third, there has been some interesting scholarship showing gender to be of
some interest in relation to social policy. Lott and Kenny (1999) show that women
used their newly attained suffrage rights to push for increases in the size of govern
ment. Cook and Barrett Cr992) note that female survey respondents tend to express
more support for welfare programs than male ones. And Poggione (2oo4) reports
that female legislators are significantly more supportive of welfare programs than
I9

their male counterparts. With this in mind, incorporating the gender of legisla
tors and the governor as a potential determinant of Medicaid generosity might be
a worthwhile addition to the existing literature.
In addition to incorporating these strands of the literature into the study of
Medicaid eligibility, I believe that the existing studies have a few more weaknesses
in common that I can improve on. For one, each of the three major studies uses a
dichotomous variable to indicate party control over the legislature noting that, in a
polarized legislature, a majority of seats is crucial to pass bills and obtain chairman
ship of important committees. However, such a variable neglects the likelihood that
a majority party with a 6o% majority enjoys greater political power than one with
only a 51% majority. This is especially true in light of Wright and Osborn's C2o 02)
finding that party affiliation is less important to roll call voting patterns in some
state legislatures than in Congress. With party discipline sometimes less stringent
than on the federal level, a continuous measure of the seats held by the Demo
cratic Party would have been the better choice. Failure to include it might explain
why neither Grogan nor Baughman and Milyo obtain significant results for party
control.
Second, all three studies in question do not adequately include a variable that in
dicates the severity of the problem- lack of access to insurance - that Medicaid is
supposed to address. Presumably, when access to insurance is difficult, policymak
ers would see a greater need to expand access to Medicaid. Yet, only Baughman and
Milyo use such a variable: the percentage of children without health insurance. As
the authors themselves realize, the inclusion of this variable presents endogeneity
2 As a matter of fact, Baughman and Milyo include both a dichotomous variable and the share
of Democrats in the legislature, and the latter is significant with the expected sign. However, they
interpret only the former as an indicator of legislative control and the latter as a proxy for the popu
lation's ideology- a disputable proposition, since ideology does not directly and smoothly translate
into election outcomes.
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problems, because states should be able to lower their uninsurance rate with gener
ous Medicaid programs. Baughman and Milyo try to address the problem by using
all of their other explanatory variables in neighboring states as instrumental vari
ables. However, it is far from clear that variables of neighboring states should have
sufficient predictive power, and the authors do not present the results from the
first-stage regression. I suspect that the explanatory power of the instruments in
the first stage may have been low, and that this is the reason why uninsurance rates
turn out insignificant. In sum, neither article pays sufficient attention to this fac
tor. I will propose another instrument, namely the share of employers that offers
pension plans, which I believe to be, if not perfect, at least a marked improvement.
Third, the existing literature has had great difficulties finding appropriate mea
sures for interest group strength. Baughman and Milyo (zooS) neglect this fac
tor outright; Grogan (1994, 1996) and Kousser (zooz) both rely on the Hrebenar
Thomas measure which does not vary over time. The measure consists merely of
a list of influential interest groups in a state, which was compiled in a somewhat
subjective manner. This makes it a very rough indicator of interest group strength
that should be taken with a grain of salt when used to make cross-state comparisons.
I plan to take a new look at the problem by using campaign contributions as the
measure of interest group strength, which has the advantage of being available in
comparable units at every election cycle and thus much better suited to panel data
analysis.
Fourth, all articles focus exclusively on income cutoffs as the defining barrier to
Medicaid enrollment. Yet, many who are eligible do not take up insurance, and take
up rates have decreased relative to earlier expansions (Card and Shore-Sheppard
20 04), presumably because Medicaid has been expanded to populations who are
more likely to have insurance already, or are unaware that they might be eligible
2!

because they have never been eligible for a welfare program. However, another
explanation has also found empirical support recently. Two studies have found that
bureaucratic barriers to enrollment can reduce take-up rates (Wolfe and Scrivner
2005, Bansak and Raphael 2006) , and states vary with respect to the extent that
they have these barriers to enrollment in place. This indicates that there might exist
another fruitful avenue of research, the study of the determinants of enrollment
barriers, that has not been explored by previous research.
In sum, the literature has produced some noteworthy results. It seems clear
that Democratic control of the legislature produces more generous eligibility rules,
that a stronger medical lobby is associated with larger Medicaid expenditures, and
that wealthier states, despite lower matching rates, have larger Medicaid programs.
Beyond that, however, much is unclear. Using tools developed in other strands of
the literature, such as better "race to the bottom" measures, a better understanding
of interparty competition, and consideration for gender-specific attitudes towards
the welfare state, in addition to making some methodological advances, I believe
that my study improves the existing literature.
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Model
As discussed in section

2,

states can shape their Medicaid policy primarily

through three channels. They define who is eligible for Medicaid receipt, which
administrative hurdles eligible individuals have to overcome to enroll in the pro
gram, and which services are covered under the program at which reimbursement
rates. Among these three, it has been the question of eligibility that has seen the
most substantial reforms in the last years, and it thus provides an interesting oppo�
tunity to study how states operate the program. I therefore focus on the key policy
dimension of income thresholds and administrative hurdles shaping who among the
poor, nea�poor, and increasingly the middle class will be eligible to receive Medi
caid coverage. Because these decisions are formulated at the legislative level, state
legislatures will be my object of study.
Thus, in my model, state legislatures make three decisions: decisions defining
income cutoffs for adult eligibility, decisions defining income cutoffs for child el
igibility, and decisions regarding administrative hurdles to Medicaid enrollment.
Further, their decisions are defined by four dimensions: the legislators' own ide
ology, facts, the influence of other actors, and attention. Their ideology dictates
how amenable legislators will be towards addressing a perceived problem -low
income households unable to obtain health insurance - through Medicaid expan
sions. Regardless of their ideology, legislators are also confronted with certain facts
that inform them about the necessity and possibility of political action. Some of
these facts are directly related to the political problem (how many households would
need access to health insurance but cannot afford it), others relate more generally
to the objective circumstances the state finds itself in (such as demographics or the
state of the economy). Additionally, other actors seek to push the legislators to-
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wards action, or to refrain from it. Much of the previous literature on Medicaid
policy has essentially been an exercise in trying to identify the relative importance
of certain facts, the influence of other actors, and the legislators' ideology.
To these factors, while important, I would like to add another dimension, namely
attention. Political scientists have recognized that while politicians face a multitude
of problems worth addressing, they can only focus on a few at any given time (Baum
gartner and Jones 1993). This is due not only to limited human cognitive abilities
and limited information about the world, but more importantly, also to the nature
of policymaking itself. Once a proposal for reform has been formulated, it is not
immediately passed and then replaced by the next item on the agenda. Rather, it
has to undergo a period of discussion, negotiation and adjustment. The proponents
discuss the proposal with possible supporters to persuade them of its merits; they
negotiate with opponents to identify ways to reach an acceptable compromise; and
they adjust the proposal to meet the demands of parties whose support is deemed
crucial. In the case of far-reaching reform proposals, this process can take a long
time and command much of the legislators' attention, attention which then cannot
be expended to other issues. As a result, issues will be showered with attention at
some times when they have been put on the political agenda, only to then be ne
glected for extended periods of time. Applied to Medicaid, this concept implies
that far-reaching overhauls of Medicaid rules will be possible only in those years
when attention paid to these rules is sufficiently large. As will be shown later on,
especially for the somewhat more technical and obscure realm of administrative
hurdles, this is not the case in most years.
Yet this does not mean that Medicaid rules stay entirely unchanged during those
years when they are not reformed extensively. Rather, incremental changes at the
margin can still occur in the absence of much attention expended to the issue.

Baumgartner and Jones Cr993) argue that during these stretches of time of limited
attention, formulation of policy is left to a rather small circle of experts and inter
ested parties who are familiar with the intricacies of the issue. The result is a "policy
monopoly," a small circle of experts who share a certain interpretation of the po
litical issue and the preferred way of addressing it. In the case of Medicaid policy,
the issue is the affordability of medical care, the preferred policy is a Medicaid pro
gram with certain basic characteristics, and the actors consist of select lawmakers
with a particular interest in the topic (perhaps the members of the health commit
tee) , a few lobbyists of interested parties, and senior Department of Health and
Human Services officials. Although they might have some private misgivings about
Medicaid, these actors have accepted a common interpretation of the goals and the
scope of the program and display no interest in radical change. Indeed, they have
a strong incentive not to propose radical reform, for such a debate would attract
the attention of many other parties and the general public, thereby endangering
the expert circle's privileged position. Incremental changes, on the other hand, are
quite feasible. The advantage of incremental change is that it allows for a process
of experimentation, evaluation and adjustment without taking overly large risks of
unexpected outcomes, a large advantage in a world where information is limited and
costly to obtain, and consequences of proposed action are uncertain (Braybrooke
and Lindblom 1960) . Moreover, a small change can often be implemented with
out inviting the attention (and opposition) of potential opponents of the policy, as
they are busy paying attention to other issues higher on the agenda. Therefore, the
process of discussion, negotiation and adjustment is truncated considerably.
If the proposed model holds, then attention is an important factor in the for
mulation of Medicaid policy, for the obvious reason that incremental and non
incremental policies are formulated by two different sets of actors. In the non-

incremental case, it is the full legislature that is deciding on the policy, whereas in
cremental reform is formulated by a smaller circle of legislators intimately involved
with the subject matter. Moreover, there are reasons to believe that the degree of
attention might be related to the interplay of ideology and other factors in impor
tant ways. That is, some of them might be of greater relevance in explaining non
incremental change in high-attention settings, while others could be better suited
to account for incremental change in low-attention settings. In particular, since
incrementalism restricts the terms and the number of actors involved in the pro
cess of discussion, negotiation and adjustment, factors that are tied to this process
are presumably less relevant for explaining incremental change. I will discuss later
which factors can be hypothesized to be of which kind. First, I will introduce ideol
ogy, facts, and the other actors contained in my model and why they are potentially
important.

Ideology. Decisions regarding Medicaid eligibility fall into the realm of the con
tested issue of the appropriate scope of government intervention through the wel
fare state. Some see broader access to Medicaid as much-needed assistance to the
needy who lack access to a service essential to human well-being; others regard it as
an intrusion into a functioning market and an inappropriate extension of govern
ment power.

Party affiliation. Ideology plays out both in the legislative and the executive
branch, and party affiliation is important in both cases to structure ideological
positions. In general, liberals have generally been associated with support for a
larger Medicaid program, while conservatives have tended to argue for a more re
stricted scope of the program. In the legislature, scholarship indicates that legis
lators align along party lines in state legislatures in ways similar to Congress, with
Democrats taking liberal, Republicans taking conservative positions (Wright and
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Osborn 2oo2). The governor can bring his ideology to bear because he enjoys some
form of veto power in all states. In addition, he can shape policy through a number
of more indirect tools, such as the drafting of the governor's budget (which usually
serves as a blueprint for the final budget passed by the legislature), his power to
convene the legislature to special sessions, and his strong public presence that al
lows him to shape the agenda. For either branch of the government, one can expect
control by Democrats to improve the prospects of a possible Medicaid expansion.

Gender. Since women tend to express more support for a larger welfare state
(Cook and Barrett 1 992, Poggione 2004) , we would expect a larger share of women
in the state legislature or the presence of a female governor to improve the prospects
of a Medicaid expansion.

Directly problem-relatedfacts. The more they perceive the market is unable to
provide affordable health insurance to low-income households, the more legislators
or the governor will feel the need to act, and an expansion of Medicaid is the most
straightforward way to make health insurance accessible to more people. Thus,
high rates of involuntary uninsurance will be more likely to spur legislators or the
governor into action.

Lack ofprivate Insurance. Medicaid is meant to provide public health insurance
to those who are unable to obtain it through the open market. Low levels of private
insurance coverage will increase the pressure on state legislatures to act to mitigate
the problem.

The number of poor. Whether or not someone is covered by private insurance
does not tell us whether the lack of insurance is involuntary. Some Americans have
access to health insurance but decide not to buy it. To account for this possibility,
it is necessary to include some measure of involuntary uninsurance, and the share of
the population living below the poverty line can serve this purpose. Health insur27

ance is usually provided through the employer, where each worker is part of a rather
favorable risk pool (able-bodied adults under 65) and can thus purchase insurance
more cheaply than he could on his own. Low-paying jobs, however, are less likely to
offer it. Consequentially, poor individuals with no work or with only a low-paying
job are less likely to have access to private health insurance. States with a larger
poor population, then, are likely to have a greater involuntary uninsurance rate.

General facts. Different states operate in different economic and demographic
environments, and state legislatures will take these into account when making el
igibility decisions. Some states have a stronger economic standing, enabling state
governments to extract higher taxes and expand eligibility further than others. Yet
other states have demographic characteristics that make it relatively more expen
sive to expand Medicaid than others.

Gross State Product. All other things equal, wealthier states should be able to
afford more generous welfare programs, including eligibility rules.

Tax revenue. Where gross state product measures the general state of the econ
omy, tax revenue is a more specific measure of the extent of financial leeway avail
able to a state government in a given year. Less revenue translates into a tighter
constraint on program generosity.

The Federal Matching Rate. To assist economically weaker states, the federal
government provides a variable federal matching rate: for each dollar the state
spends on Medicaid, the federal government matches it with at least another dollar,
and often more. The matching rate is designed so as to match payments of poorer
states with more federal dollars than of richer states. A high federal matching rate
makes it relatively cheaper for a state to reap benefits for its population, and so
represents a relatively stronger pressure on legislators to expand eligibility. It will
be interesting to see whether the matching rate can effectively counteract the more

dire economic circumstances of the poorer states.

The demographic share of children. In states where children make up a larger share
of the population, extending Medicaid to higher income strata will imply larger
numbers of children on the roll, and thus higher costs. On the other hand, holding
economic conditions constant, more children will translate into more children who
lack access to health insurance, and this might contribute to the impression that the
state needed to get active. It is unclear, then, whether states with many children
should have more or less generous eligibility cutoffs.

The demographic share of the elderly. Senior citizens, while making up only a small
fraction of Medicaid recipients, account for a disproportionate amount of expenses
due to high costs of nursing-home care. Therefore, large numbers of elderly citizens
should be associated with large costs to the Medicaid program, and by extension,
less financial leeway to extend the program to non-elderly populations.

Minorities. Minorities are disproportionately affected by poverty, and hence also
more likely to receive Medicaid. To the extent that white voters are racist and seek
to prevent welfare state expenditures that will go to minority populations, a large
minority population will invite more hostility to Medicaid eligibility expansions by
white racist voters.

Other actors. Legislators do not operate in a vacuum

they are only some of a

number of actors trying to influence the legislative outcome. Also involved in the
legislative process are interest groups, and, at least in some cases, the public at large.

Interest group pressure. Through their lobbying efforts, interest groups can affect
the outcome of the legislative process. Although there are, to my knowledge, no
strong organized interest groups representing the poor on the state level, there are
other relevant interest groups to take into account: the insurance industry, labor
unions, hospitals, and physicians. Since an expansion of Medicaid can theoretically
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lead to some crowd-out of private insurance, I would expect a strong presence of the
insurance industry to be associated with less generous eligibility rules. On the other
end of the political spectrum, labor unions will usually lobby for Medicaid expan
sions in order to score gains for their working-class constituency. The expectations
for hospitals and physicians are more mixed. On the one hand, to the extent that
Medicaid expansions cover the previously uninsured, these two groups will support
more generous eligibility rules as it increases the number of paying clients. This is
especially true for hospitals, who might otherwise have to provide emergency inpa
tient services to the uninsured for which they would never get reimbursed, though
this is mitigated in many states by uncompensated care funds (Grogan 1994). On
the other hand, to the extent that Medicaid crowds out private insurance, these two
groups will be opposed to Medicaid expansions as reimbursement rates for Medi
caid are usually far lower than for private insurance companies. Ex ante, it is not
clear which of the two effects should be stronger.

Public opinion. Although the public does not control policymaking directly, I
would nevertheless expect forward-looking legislators who wish to win reelection to
take public opinion into account when making a decision at least some of the time.
In general, one would expect more liberal populations to support more generous
Medicaid programs.

Interparty competition. Barrilleaux, Holbrook and Langer (20 02) hypothesize
that, whenever races are tightly contested, candidates try to secure victory by ap
pealing to their party base. In the case of Democrats, the base tends to be more
liberal, and thus in favor of more generous eligibility rules. Therefore, Democrats
in tightly contested states might feel more compelled to expand eligibility.

Other states. Some scholars believe that states engage in a "race to the bottom,"
reducing generosity to prevent populations from surrounding states from moving
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in so as to take advantage of the more generous rules. Even if migration does not
actually happen, the mere concern that it might can spur politicians into action.
If states which are relatively generous with their eligibility rules compared to their
neighbors systematically reduced their generosity, it would provide support for the
"race to the bottom" thesis.
How would these factors play out differently in settings where a policy monopoly
is intact (and thus any change, if at all, will be incrementaD versus settings where a
policy monopoly does not exist (which opens the door to non-incremental change)?
What is clear is that, while a policy monopoly is firmly entrenched, an issue will
not be subject to much public discussion, and thus will attract little attention from
the public, including the Democratic party base. Therefore, one can expect public
opinion and interparty competition to play less of a role. Beyond that, however, it is
not obvious how a functioning policy monopoly would make a difference. Whether
or not a policy monopoly exists, a shift of power that changes the ideological com
position of either the circle of experts or, more broadly, the legislature and/or the
executive branch, should result in change in the same direction. Similarly, interest
groups will have their say whether a policy monopoly exists or not. And facts can
always be taken into account by decision-makers, whether they form part of a pol
icy monopoly or not. Thus, except for public opinion and interparty competition,
I cannot formulate any hypotheses as to which other forces should be relatively
more important in bringing about either incremental or non-incremental change.
A distinct possibility, however, is that, because a policy monopoly consists of only
a few actors, a change could easily come about simply due to idiosyncratic factors
that only involve the members of the policy monopoly (e.g. , a few members be
come preoccupied with other issues, someone retires or becomes sick, etc} Such
an event might change the dynamics of the policy monopoly and lead to change
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without a change in any of the systemic factors examined here.
Finally, I would expect states that have generous eligibility rules along one di
mension to also be generous along the other

two.

It is interesting to think of reasons

why this might not be the case. One reason could be that policies on the different
dimensions are crafted at different times by different actors, and the outcome dif
fers for that reason. Another explanation could be that one might value one dimen
sion more highly than others: some consider children more deserving than adults,
and are thus willing to tolerate low eligibility thresholds for adults while pushing
for generous policies for children. Others would prefer relatively generous eligibil
ity standards for poor adults, even if this takes resources away from the children. A
third scenario, perhaps somewhat cynical, is that some politicians would like their
Medicaid to appear more generous than they actually are, to capture votes while
meeting the budget. One way to do this would be to grant generous income thresh
olds while at the same time making the application process very odious. These
possibilities notwithstanding, I would broadly expect the same forces to be at work
pushing for expansion or contraction along all three dimensions, and generosity
should be roughly similar.
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Empirical Strategy & Data
My strategy to test the model is to construct a panel of 4 7 states - all 48 con-

tiguous states minus Nebraska3 - across a 14-year time frame from 1997 to 2o1o.4
The timeframe is chosen because since the federal government created CHIP in
1997, no new major federal legislation has mandated changes in eligibility standards
in Medicaid. Thus, changes in the eligibility standards during this time can be solely
attributed to the states. I will use measures of children's eligibility, adult's eligibility, and administrative barriers to enrollment as my dependent variables, and run
separate regressions for each of them, using state- and year-fixed effects to focus on
within-state, over-time variation. My baseline regression equation is:

Generosity

/30 + /31 % Democratic Seats + /32 Democratic Governor
+/33 % Female Legislators + (34 Female Governor
+ (35 Private Insurance Coverage + (36 Poverty Rate
+ /37 Campaign Spending + (38 Public Opinion
+(39 Relative GSP + (31 0 GSP Growth + /311 FMAP
+/312 Tax Revenue + (313 (% 18-) + !314 (% 65+)
+/315 % Hispanics + /316% Black + /317 Interparty Competition
+/31 8 Competition x Democratic Seats + ry State + 6 Year +

E

Generosity refers to a measure of the state's generosity regarding Medicaid eligi
bility. For children's eligibility, I follow Baughman and Milyo Czoo8) and use "sim
ulated eligibility," which is created via an imputation of the percentage of children
3 Nebraska has to be excluded because of its nonpartisan legislature, whose members are not
officially affiliated with either party. Thus, there is no way to code the state for the "% Democratic
Seats" variable.
4The year 2010 presents a problem because not all data are yet available for this most recent year.
Data on the demographic composition of the state populations and public opinion have not yet been
released. For these variables, I have to extrapolate values for 2 0 1 0 . Comparisons with regressions
where I have dropped the year 2 0 1 0 entirely indicate that this makes very little difference, and the
results are essentially the same.
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eligible for Medicaid in a given state and year if that state's children had the demographic and economic characteristics of the national average. Included are children
eligible for Medicaid, CHIP and state-funded programs, provided these programs
provide a complete benefit package. I use this variable because it has two highly
desirable properties. First, in many states, income eligibility cutoffs vary by the
children's age; the simulated eligibility variable collapses a complex set of rules into
a single index that represents overall eligibility of all children. Any income thresh
old would only apply to a given age group of children, and thus fail to represent
the entirety of rules for different age groups. Second, the simulated instrument depends only on the legislative environment and not on the general economic climate
in a given year. Therefore, if a recession sets in that affects the number of children
eligible by pushing more people's incomes below the income threshold, this variable
does not change. This is a key difference from the number of children actually eli
gible each year, which fluctuates not only with changes in legislation but also with
the economic environment. My variable is based upon a 1996 sample drawn from
the Current Population Survey (CPS) and is based on the imputation algorithm of
Cutler and Gruber (1996), Shore-Sheppard (2oo8) and Watson (2oro) .
Table 5.1 presents some summary statistics o f the simulated variable. Overall,
states have moved towards more comprehensive coverage for children, and by 2oro,
the average share of children eligible has reached 53%, up from 37% in 1997.5 A
phase of expansion from 1997 to 2002 was followed by a phase of stagnation until
2006, and there has been renewed expansion since then. The fact that the average
moved up is not just a product of a few outliers increasing eligibility standards while
everyone else stayed put. All states except Rhode Island increased eligibility at least
5lt should be noted that these are state averages, not national averages. A small state like North
Dakota and a large state like California receive equal weight in the calculation of these statistics.
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Table 5-1: Summary Statistics: % of Children
Eligible in a Given Year (Simulated)
Year
1 997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
200 3
200 4
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Average
37·19
38 .89
43·26
44·72
46
46 ·77
46.17
46.46
46.62
47·14
49.22
49 · 84
50.69
53 ·12

St. D ev.
6.82
8.48
9 ·72
10.12
9·36
9.66
8.67
8.31
8.12
8.35
11.64
11. 34
11.8 7
11.99

Range
29·4-57-4
29 ·4-74· 9
29 · 4-74· 9
29-4-74·9
29 -4-74·9
29 ·4-74· 9
29·4-7 0.2
3 1.1-70.2
31. 1-70.2
31 .1-70.2
3 I.I-IOO
33.2-100
33.2-100
35.z-roo

once, and no state had lower eligibility standards in 2010 than in 1997. In 1997, there
were 15 states which granted eligibility to less than 3 0% of children; by 2010, there
were none. Since 2006, Illinois stands out as the only state to cover all children
through its state-funded AllKids program. What is also remarkable is that there is
no prima facie evidence of an adverse impact of the 2001 recession and the recent
financial crisis on eligibility standards. Both recessions occurred during a period of
expansion of the program, and neither has adversely impacted eligibility rules. In
the case of the 2oo8-2oro recession, this might have been an effect of the stimulus
package, which stipulated that states which received federal funds were not allowed
to reduce eligibility standards below what they were in July 2008.6 Nevertheless,
some states even increased eligibility standards during this difficult time for state
budgets.
Unfortunately, the simulated variable has only been created for children, and it
6 As the next section will show, eligibility standards for adults decreased slightly since 2008. This
is mostly due to standards being eroded by inflation and states' dosing enrollment for some extra
programs that had been created under a waiver from C.iVIS. Apparently, waiver programs were unaf
fected by the stimulus rules.
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Table 5-2: Summary Statistics: Income Eligibility
Thresholds for Working Parents, in % of the Federal
Poverty Line
Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
200 3
2 0 04
2005
2006
200 7
2008
2009
2010

Average
65-32
69·79
73-85
78.19
85.04
8 4 ·96
8 4 .89
83-54
84.80
86.42
87.22
9°·74
86.o8
86. 5 6

St. Dev.
34· 0 6
34-51
39·97
42.64
53-70
54·69
54 ·11
54·79
57-67
59-12
6 o-46
62.51
61.58
58.85

Range
2n 93
22-193
22-193
22-19 3
21-275
20-275
20-2 75
19-275
19-275
18-275
18-275
1T275
1T275
1T275

would have been too time-intensive to create one for adults as well. Therefore, my
variable for adult eligibility will be the maximum income threshold as a percent of
the poverty line for heads of 3-person families, after accounting for any earnings
disregards. The data come from Hamersma and Kim (2009) , Cohen-Ross et
(various years) and Heberlein et

al.

al.

(2on) .7

As Table 5.2 shows, eligibility for parents became significantly more generous on
the whole between 1997 and 2001 before leveling off during the following decade.
At the same time, the standard deviation continued to increase, an indication that
divergence in the extent to which different states decided to cover adults increased
during the period. By 2009, the variation had become quite remarkable. In 2009,
7The data provided by Hamersma and Kim (2009) cover 1996-2003; data from Cohen-Ross et a!.
have been consistently available since 2003. To make the data compatible, I have to make several
modifications to Hamersma and Kim's data. First, their data are monthly, so I use July as the refer
ence month to convert them into annual data. Second, they report income thresholds as referring
to someone who has been on Medicaid for 12 months, whereas Cohen-Ross et al. use thresholds
for new applicants. Third, they exclude all programs for which enrollees have to pay a premium,
whereas Cohen-Ross et al. include these. If there are discrepancies between the two sources, I ad
just Hamersma and Kim's data to fit Cohen-Ross et al.'s. Overall, I believe that these are minor
technicalities that should not greatly influence my results.

Table 5.3: Bureaucratic Barriers to Medicaid Enrollment
Description
Separate Medicaid and CHIP program
Separate applications for Medicaid and CHIP
No presumptive eligibility
Required proof of income
Loss of eligibility if income changes during the year
Separate renewal forms for Medicaid and CHIP
Required minimum time of uninsurance before eligi
bility
Separate applications for different family members
Renewal more frequent than annual (children)
Face-to-face interview at renewal (children)
Face-to-face interview at application (children)
Asset test (children)
Express Lane Eligibility8 not yet implemented
Face-to-face interview at Application (adults)
Asset test (adults)
Renewal more frequent than annual (adults)
Face-to-face interview at renewal (adults)

Included in Weighted Index?
Yes
No, not included in Bansak
and Raphael (20o6)
No, wrong sign in BR
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Weight
9·7
NIA

No, wrong sign in BR
No, not included in BR
Yes
Yes
Yes
No, not included in BR
No, not included in BR
No, not included in BR
No, not included in BR
No, not included in BR

NIA
NIA
0.2
3 ·5
17.1
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

NIA

the most stringent states, Alabama, Arkansas, Idaho, Louisiana, Missouri and Texas,
only offered insurance to parents with an income of less than 30% of the poverty
line. By contrast, Maine, Minnesota, New Jersey and Wisconsin all offered public
health insurance to parents with an income up to zoo% of the poverty line; Min
nesota even went as far as 275%.
My third variable is a measure of the barriers to enrollment Medicaid applicants
face, which constitute an indirect way for states to affect the number of people on
the program by making these barriers more or less onerous. The barriers, listed
in Table 5.3, can take on a number of forms, and data on them are available in the
form of a series of dichotomous variables.9 Most, but not all, refer to the appli8This is a new feature that allows states to use data from other means-tested programs to deter
mine eligibility, thereby speeding up the application process.
90ne drawback of the indices is that while they contain many important barriers, they do not
take into account on-line applications. Unfortunately; data on the availability of on-line applications
have not been collected throughout the years, yet this is where states have been quite active in the
most recent years (Heberlein et al. 2on). As a result, the index probably understates the amount
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Table 5-4= Summary Statistics: Indices of Bureaucratic Barriers to Medicaid
Enrollment
Unweighted
Index
Weighted
Index

s

2005 2006 2007
.24 10. 4 0 ro.o6
2.0 7
1.93
15·97 r6.r5 rs.86 15·92
l0.2 4 9·43 8.74 8.52

2008
ro.8o
2.06
r n6
8.56

2009
11.03
2.00
r 6.29
9·3°

2010
1 1.24
2.02
r6.76
9 ·38

cation process for children, while some concern the application process for adults.
To collapse all enrollment barriers into one variable, I have constructed two in
dices, one unweighted and one weighted. In the unweighted index, each state is
awarded one point for each measure it has undertaken to ease the application. If
the state has separate CHIP and Medicaid programs, the removal of a barrier for
only one program but not the other results in half a point. The weighted index
uses as weights the estimated effect of the barriers on take-up rates, according to
Bansak and Raphael (2o o6). The weighted index has the obvious advantage that it
assigns more weight to those barriers that have been found to be more important;
however, some barriers were not investigated in the study by Bansak and Raphael,
and for two, the estimates had the wrong sign. I dropped these from the dataset.
Cohen-Ross et al. (various years) and Heberlein et al. (2orr) provide data on eligibil
ity barriers; unfortunately, the data have only been collected since 2002. Table 5-4
contains some summary statistics of the indices. During the time period for which
the data are available, neither index shows any discernible trend regarding either its
average or its standard deviation. Thus, neither did states tighten or loosen bureau
cratic restrictions overall, nor did they converge to a certain level of "tightness".
Next, there are a series of independent variables, summary statistics of which
of change that has occurred in the most recent years. More generally, there is doubtlessly some
measurement error contained in this variable, because occasionally, the rules are too complex to be
expressed in a simple yes/no scheme, and some judgment calls have to be made in these cases.

are presented in Table 5·5· % Democratic Seats is the average share of seats held by the
Democratic Party in the two state legislatures. This variable is why Nebraska has to
be excluded from the dataset: its legislature is nonpartisan. The remaining variables
regarding government ideology, Democratic Governor, % Female Legislators, and Fe

male Governor, indicate whether the governor is Democratic, the percentage of the
legislatures made up by women, and whether the governor is a woman, respectively.
The variables relating to the legislatures are percentages, and thus range from o to
roo, while the variables on governors are dummy variables, and are thus o or r for
each observation. This information comes from the National Conference of State
Legislatures and from the Center for American Women and Politics.

Private Insurance.-- and Poverty Rate.-- are the percentage of the state's popula
tion that has private health insurance coverage and the percentage with incomes
below the federal poverty line, respectively. Private Insurance.-- includes military
and veteran's insurance, and I have two separate variables for children and for the
general non-elderly population. The latter is used in the regression on adult eligi
bility rules, while I choose the former for all other regressions. On average, the
percentages for both variables are around 70, while the percentage of the popula
tion below the poverty line ranges from about 5 to 25. Insurance coverage presents
a special problem that needs to be addressed. Because a generous Medicaid pro
gram can lead to crowd-out of private health insurance (Gruber and Simon zooS),
the equation as stated above could suffer from reverse causality; causing bias in the
coefficients. One way to handle this problem is to find an instrumental variable that
is correlated with private health insurance coverage but does not affect Medicaid
coverage through any channel other than its effect on health insurance coverage.
However, finding such a variable is difficult. In my view, the variable that comes
closest to meeting these criteria is the share of employees whose employer offers a
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Table 5.5: Summary Statistics: Independent Variables
Variable Name
% D e m o c r at i c
Seats
Democratic Gov
ernor
% Female Legis
lators
Female Governor
P r i v a t e I n s u r
ance, Children
P r i v a t e I n s u r
ance, Adults
Poverty Rate
Campaign Spend
ing, Physicians
Campaign Spend
ing, Hospitals
Campaign Spend
ing, Insurance
Campaign Spend
ing, Unions
Campaign Spend
ing, Senior Citi
zens
Public Opinion

Relative GSP
GSP Growth
Tax Revenue
FMAP
% I8% 6s+
% Hispanics
% Black
Interparty Com
petition
Competition x
Democratic Seats
Race to the Bot
tom

Description
Average share of seats in both chambers that
are held by Democrats
I if Governor is a Democrat, o otherwise

Mean

Average share of female legislators in both
chambers
I if Governor is female, o otherwise
% of the population under I8 with private
health insurance
% of the population under 65 with private
health insurance
% of the population with income below the
Federal Poverty Line
Campaign contributions by groups represent
ing health professionals, averaged over two
years, in per capita dollars
Campaign contributions by groups represent
ing hospitals, averaged over two years, in per
capita dollars
Campaign contributions by groups represent
ing accident & health insurance, averaged over
two years, in per capita dollars
Campaign contributions by unions, averaged
over two years, in per capita dollars
Campaign contributions by groups represent
ing senior citizens, averaged over two years, in
per capita dollars
Share of survey respondents that identifies as
liberal minus share that identifies as conserva
tive
GSP per capita divided by average GSP per
capita of all states in the sample
Real GSP growth from previous year
Change from previous fiscal year's total per
capita tax revenue
Federal Matching Percentage
% of the population under I8 years old
% of the population over 65 years old
% of the population who identifies as His
panic
% of the population who identifies as Black
and not Hispanic
Square root of average margin of victory in
state legislature elections
Product of Interparty Competition and
Democratic Seats
Difference between the average child eligibil
ity level of a state's neighboring states and the
state itself

22.74

7·34

O.IJ
71.80

0.3I
8.oi

SD

Range

o.so

J2.I3
O.I7

O.I4

0.059

O.I39

0. 055

o-1 .2o

1 .00

O.I8

2.39
65.23
6o.p
24-9I
I2.8I
8.86

-6.39-10·75
-539-795
8.44
I.86
! .59
9·57

34!.75
l0.5I

so-78.I
I9·9-33
8.5-I8.2
o.s-46

pension plan. It is certainly correlated with health insurance coverage - employers
who have set up a pension plan for their employees are also likely to offer other
fringe benefits, such as health insurance. A univariate regression of children's pri
vate insurance coverage on the share of employees with a pension plan is highly
significant with the expected positive sign (t-statistic: 22.9). As for the second cri
terion, the instrument should be able to address the crowd-out problem (a change
in Medicaid policy should not change an employer's willingness to offer a pension
plan), but I cannot be entirely sure that it is not correlated with Medicaid policy in
a state through a channel that is unaccounted for in the regression. I have tried to
account for the two factors I see as the most likely to affect both Medicaid policy
and pension plan coverage - gross state product and the strength of unions (see
below). However, there are still other channels through which bias could be intro
duced into the equation. For example, a state might choose an expensive Medicaid
program and raise income taxes to finance it, and employers might react by paying
employees less in income and more in the form of fringe benefits. These difficul
ties notwithstanding, I still believe that using the instrument is preferable to going
without it, because at least it manages to eliminate bias resulting from crowd-out.
The reader should be aware of the difficulties and treat the resulting estimates with
some caution. Both insurance coverage and poverty rate data come from the Cur
rent Population Survey.

Campaign Spending is a vector indicating the strength of various interest groups
in the states. My measure of interest group strength is per capita campaign contri
butions in state gubernatorial, congressional, court and ballot races. The five dif
ferent categories of interest groups considered here are groups representing health
professionals, hospital associations, accident and health insurance companies, labor
unions, and senior citizens. One drawback of this measure is that regular elections
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in states occur only once every two years. Therefore, I group the years into pairs
and assign each year the average of spending for the pair, starting with 1997-1998.
Union spending, at 46 cents of spending per inhabitant of a typical state in a given
year, is far higher than any of the other groups, with only doctors (average spend
ing of 17 cents per inhabitant) making campaign contributions that are anywhere
close to what unions spend. Equally noticeable is the large variation in spending,
as the standard deviation is larger than the mean in nearly every category. Data on
campaign spending come from the nonpartisan activist group National Institute on
Money in State Politics.

Public OpiniotL is a measure of voter ideology following Erikson, Wright and
Mciver (1992). It is based on regular CBS/New York Times polls in which respondents are asked to identify themselves as liberal, moderate or conservative. The
measure consists of the difference between the percentage that identifies as liberal
and the percentage that identifies as conservative; if there are more conservatives
than liberals, it will be negative. Theoretically, this measure could range from 100 (everyone identifies as conservative) to 100 (everyone identifies as liberal); in
practice, the variable ranges from -46 to 14. The single largest disadvantage of this
measure is that sample sizes are too small to allow ideology scores for each year and
each state. In two states (Wyoming and North Dakota), annual sample sizes are as
small as 6o in most years. This problem can be somewhat mitigated by using moving
averages, taking into account not just the current year but also previous and future
years. I have decided to use this approach, adding the previous and the coming year
whenever necessary to increase the combined sample size to over 6o o,'0 up to a
maximum of four years in either direction. To give the most weight to observations
10Setting it to at least 6oo implies that the margin of error will be smaller than 4%, which seem
to strike an appropriate balance between precise estimates and few years.
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Table 5.6: Average Sample Sizes in Public Opinion Data
Sample Size
Over 6oo

Moving Average
none

zoo-6oo

ryear

uo-zoo
8o-uo
Under S o

s-year
Tyear
9-year

States
CA, FL, IL, MI , NY, NC,
OH, PA, TX
AL, AZ, AR, CO, CT, GA,
IN, IA, KS, KY, LA, MD,
MA, MN, MS, MO, NJ, OK,
OR, SC, TN, VA, WA, WI
ME, NH, UT, WV
ID, MT, NY, NM, VT
DE, ND, RI, SD, WY

from the current year, a weighted moving average is used, where the current year
receives weight n, the adjacent years receive weight n-r, then n-2, and so forth, all
the way to the years furthest removed from the current year, which receive weight I.
Table 5.6 shows state-by-state comparisons of how much pooling is necessary: For
most states, a three-year moving average (consisting of the current, the corning and
the previous year) appears sufficient. Five states, however, have such small samples
that I need to use four future and past years to bring the sample size up. While using
ideology from a total of nine years might seem troubling, the problem is not overly
severe in light of Mciver, Erikson and Wright's (2om) finding that differences in
ideology across states remain very stable over time.rr
The remaining variables address economic and demographic circumstances of
the states. GSP is real per capita gross state product, a measure of the overall pros
perity of the state. To tease out two slightly different effects, I have included two
separate variables. One is GSP relative to average GSP across all states in a given
year, and it should measure whether relatively poor states have more stringent el
igibility rules than relatively rich ones. On average, this variable is, of course,

I.

The other, GSP Growth, is the GSP growth rate relative to the previous year, and
II
At the end of the s ample, there are no future years to consider, so the average is over at most
five years.
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it should measure whether periods of economic expansion or recession affect the
Medicaid program. Over the course of the period studied, average GSP growth was
2.39%. The reason these two might be different is FMAP, the federal matching
rate for Medicaid. The matching rate, ranging from 50 to 78, is higher for relatively
poorer states and thus somewhat offsets the effects of being a relatively poor state,
but not the effects of having lower growth than other states in a given year. Tax

Revenu� is the annual change in the total amount of per capita state tax collections
over the previous fiscal year. Because tax revenues generally increase over time due
to economic growth and inflation, I use changes from the previous year as a de
trended measure to capture deviations from the general upward trend. On average,
per capita tax revenue increase by 65 dollars, but there are significant deviations in
either direction.
%

r8- gives

the proportion of the population under 18 (mean: 24-9) , % 65+ is

the proportion of the population over 65 (mean: 12.8) .

o/o

Hisp anics (mean: 8.9)

and o/o Black_, (mean: w.6) identifY the share of the population that is Hispanic and
black but non-Hispanic , respectively. As could be expected, the ethnic variation by
state is far higher than the variation by age group. All economic and demographic
information is taken from the Census Bureau and the US. Department of Health
and Human Services.
Next, Interparty Competition_, is a measure of interparty competition inspired
by Barrilleaux, Holbrook and Langer C2o o2), defined as the average of the square
root of each candidate's margin of victory in statewide electoral races. The square
root is chosen to penalize uncontested races, where the margin of victory is by
definition wo%; without the square root, a handful of uncontested races in an
otherwise competitive state might skew the results relative to one where all races
are contested. Theoretically, then, this variable could range from o (all races are
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ties) to 1 0 (all races are uncontested), while it actually ranges from 1.9 to 8.8. Data
on statewide election races come from Carsey et al. (2oo8) and suffer from one
serious deficiency: the dataset has been discontinued after 2003, and to my knowl
edge, no other comparable dataset exists. Therefore, each regression has to be run
twice, o nce with the interparty competition variable included, one without it to
capture the years since 2003. Since Barrilleaux, Holbrook and Langer argue that
increased interparty competition leads to more liberal policies in states controlled
by Democrats (but not to more conservative policies in states controlled by Repub
licans), I have also constructed the variable Interparty Competition

x

Democratic

Seats as the product of the two variables. It should measure whether increased in
terparty competition leads to more generous eligibility policies if Democrats are
relatively more powerful in the legislature.
Finally, Stat� and Year add the state- and year-fixed effects, the inclusion of
which warrants some discussion. On the one hand, it is tempting to include these
effects because I

am

dealing with a panel of states, and there may be unobserved

attributes to the states or to particular years that are not captured in the other vari
ables. Hence, the inclusion of the fixed effects could be useful to eliminate omitted
variable bias. On the other hand, it is important to keep in mind that eligibility rules
are not reformulated in every state during each year in the sample, yet inaction con
stitutes also useful information that should not be suppressed. As a hypothetical
example, consider a liberal state with Democratic control of the legislature through
out the observed period, which has instituted relatively generous policies before the
observation began and has not changed them since. Without the fixed effects, such
a state would provide support for the hypotheses that Democratic party control
of the legislature and liberal ideology is conducive to generous eligibility policies.
Yet, upon the inclusion of state-fixed effects, the state would no longer contribute
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to the identification of the effect of Democratic party control, because including
state-fixed effects is algebraically equivalent to taking differences from the mean
across years, and these differences are zero for all years in our example. Therefore,
the decision whether or not to include the fixed effects involves a trade-off between
allowing for some omitted variable bias and removing some informative variation.
I will therefore run the regressions both with and without these effects.
While the baseline regression allows a great deal of inference about variables
affecting Medicaid eligibility, it is unable to account for different political processes
leading to incremental or non-incremental change. A second step will allow me to
test my model more thoroughly. First, I isolate all instances of change in a state's
eligibility policy, and then group them according to whether or not the change is
incremental. Such a distinction can be made only approximately, because I have no
way of observing whether or not a policy monopoly is intact at any given time; to
do so would require a more detailed c ase study of a state. Thus, I am left having
to define a certain cutoff between incremental and non-incremental change, and
there is no precisely "correct" way of going about it. In addition to my baseline
cutoffs described here, I also try several other cutoffs to test robustness. Regarding
children, I set incremental change to be any change that results in three percent
or fewer of all children gaining or losing eligibility. For parent eligibility, I define as
incremental any change that adjusts the income threshold by five to twenty percent
of the federal poverty line. Changes smaller than five percent are not considered
changes at all, for a simple reason. While the federal poverty line is adjusted every
year to account for inflation, some states define their income thresholds in dollar
terms and do not adjust them for inflation. In these states, the threshold will decline
by one to three percent from one year to the next when it is expressed in percent
of the poverty line, even though the underlying legislation has not changed. While

Table 5.7: Number of Incremental and Non-Incremental Changes
Incremental Change
+

Children's Eligibility
Adults' Eligibility
Barriers to Enrollment
Total

29
37
98
r64

Non-Incremental Change
+

-

0

12
77
89

53
38
7
98

I

I
I

II

1
13

I

Total
83
98
183

the legislators are likely aware of this erosion of the thresholds' real value, being
inactive in stopping the erosion should not be mistaken for actively lowering income
eligibility levels. Therefore, I ignore all changes smaller than five percent. For
enrollment barriers, I consider a change non-incremental if the unweighted index
changes by more than two units; all other changes are considered incremental. The
idea is that a state pursues incremental change if it changes one or two enrollment
policies in a year, but is pursuing a broader overhaul if it enacts more changes than
that.
Table 5·7 provides an overview over legislative changes from 1 997 to 2010. Co
lumns with a plus sign denote an expansion in eligibility; a minus is a reduction.
Two features are noteworthy. First, the vast majority of changes to enrollment bar
riers are incremental. Evidently, broad overhauls of these rules are far less common
than small adjustments of one or two rules at a time. This makes sense since rules
regarding enrollment barriers seldom grab the spotlight of public attention, and
their discussion is thus more likely to be confined to a smaller c ircle of experts. As
discussed in section 4, such circles are more likely to settle for incremental change.
Second, most changes to adult eligibility and all but one change to children's eligi
bility have expanded eligibility. This is consistent with the earlier tables p and 5.2,
which show a gradual expansion of eligibility since 1997.
With so few instances of eligibility reductions in income eligibility on the one
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hand and non-incremental changes in enrollment barriers on the other hand, I can
not test statistically for each type of change separately. Instead, I group them into
three categories: instances of incremental expansions, instances of non-incremental
expansions, and instances of reductions. Ideally, I would have liked to distinguish
between incremental and non-incremental eligibility reductions as well, but the lim
ited number of reductions does not allow that. For each of the three categories,
I form a dummy variable indicating for each state-year observation whether such
a change has taken place, and then run regressions using linear probability mod
els. These models are suitable for my purposes because they produce easily in
terpretable coefficients, which indicate the change in probability of the legislative
change occurring associated with a one-unit change in the explanatory variable. Fur
thermore, they allow me to keep the state- and year-fixed effects, which more so
phisticated methods such as logistic regression do not.
In addition, the linear probability regressions allow for a test for a "race to the
bottom" through the inclusion of an additional variable which measures the per
centage difference in generosity between the average of each state's neighbors and
the state itsel£ For instance, if a state has policies that grant Medicaid eligibility
to so% of children, and all its neighbors have 25% of children eligible, this variable
would be -25. A negative coefficient on this variable in the regression with eligibil
ity reductions indicates the presence of a race to the bottom: states that have more
generous standards than their neighbors are more likely to reduce eligibility. Thus,
not only will these regressions allow me to identify systematic differences between
the processes that produce incremental and non-incremental change, I also hope
they will shed new light on the question of whether states could be engaging in a
race to the bottom in Medicaid policy.
Finally, a few general econometric issues need to be addressed. One is the prob-

lem of possible multicollinearity. Several of the economic variables in particular
measure things that are closely related - states with high relative GSP will tend to
be those that have a low poverty rate and also those with a low FMAP, while states
with high GSP growth in a given year will typically also see a large increase in tax
revenue that year. Under these circumstances, neither variable might enter signif
icantly in the regressions, even though they are jointly significant. To test for this
p ossibility; I conduct an F-test after every regression, which reports the probabil
ity that neither independent variable affects the dependent variable. I also conduct
several other F-tests to check for joint significance of variables that belong together,
even though I do not suspect a terrible multicollinearity problem. These are the two
gender variables (female governor and % female legislators) , the five interest group
variables, and the four demographic variables. If these turn out insignificant, then
I can make the broader claim that a whole class of variables, rather than just each
variable individually, cannot be shown to matter for a certain Medicaid eligibility
decision.
Second, there is the issue of timing. It is unclear whether, in making their de
cisions, legislators operate on the basis of the current or the previous year. On the
one hand, most state legislatures are in session during the first half of the year, and
many figures for the year have not yet been released at that point, especially the
economic numbers (tax revenue, GSP, poverty rate) . On the other hand, legislators
constantly get information on current trends in more informal ways, through the
media or interaction with citizens, for example. Thus, a good case can be made
either for using information from the current or the previous year. A similar issue
arises for information from the Current Population Survey on pensions and health
insurance coverage. Survey respondents are interviewed in march of each year, but
the question asks for pension and insurance status during the previous calendar
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year. Yet, it is often suspected that the respondents answer the question as if it was
asking for their current insurance status, or at least the insurance status of the last
few months (Shore-Sheppard 2008) . Given these uncertainties, I use contempora
neous information for the regressions from the upcoming section, but re-run every
regression with tax revenue, GSP, poverty rate, FMAP, private insurance rate and
pension coverage all lagged by one year as a robustness check.

6

Results
Table 6.r presents the result from my baseline regression, beginning with child

and adult eligibility as the dependent variables. This and the following regression
tables are lengthy and contain lots of information, so I will only point out some of
the most noteworthy features of the results.
First, there is the expected positive effect of Democratic party control of the
legislature on eligibility rules. The estimates are about equally large whether or
not fixed effects are employed, though some estimates are less precise than others.
On average, a ro-point gain in the share of Democrats in both legislatures trans
lates into an expected increase of the share of children eligible by about 1 .5 percent,
and is associated with an income threshold for adults that is about 4. 5-6% of the
poverty line higher. By contrast, the results for Democratic control of the Gov
ernor's office are more ambiguous, with a mix of positive and negative estimates.
This mirrors findings by Baughman and Milyo (2008), who also identify a strong
independent effect of Democratic control of the legislature but not the governor's
office on Medicaid eligibility levels.
Second, the coefficients on the public opinion variable provide useful insights.
They are significant for both adult and child eligibility in the regressions without
the state-fixed effects. Once the state-fixed effects are included, the effect becomes
much smaller, which is what one would expect given Mciver, Wright and Erikson's
(zoOI) finding that differences across states in public opinion are quite stable over
time. Take two states, one of which has a proportion of respondents who identify
themselves as liberal that is ro percentage points higher than the other (while the
share of conservatives is the same). On average, the former state will raise the share
of children eligible by 3.2%, and the income threshold for adults by a striking 23%
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Table 6.1: Results of the Baseline zSLS Regression on Child and Adult Eligibility
(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Child Eligbility

Dependent Variable

(6)

(5)
Adult Eligbility

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

effects

effects

year-fixed

effects

effects

year-fixed

effects

effects

0.1559 ***

0.1896 ***

0.1691

0.49 31

0.5961

0. 540 5*

(0.0 597)

Co.o615)

(0.1096)

Co-4673)

(0.4700)

(0.2938)

1 .4514

1 . 6319

-o.1679

-6.7012

-6. 3284

12.9724***

Governor

(J.4895)

(1 .3265)

(1.3221)

(7·9495)

(7.1 049)

(3 . 9162)

% Female

-1.0191

-2.1 33 6

-3-4953***

-1.7004

-6.0 55 0

-1.0 3 63

Legislators

Cqo83)

(1.7765)

(1.2773)

(14.2853)

(13 .8202)

(p20 3)

Female Governor

0.0 775

-o.on8

0.0 7 15

0.9691

o.8163

0. 3309

(0.1396)

(0.1407)

(0.1248)

Co. 8135)

Co. 7862)

Co.8463)

0·0977

0. 3 166

0.67 0 7

-o.4305

0.2845

-4·3019

(0.3219)

Co. 40 0 3)

Co.6197)

(J.7I21)

(2.0274)

(] . 6485)

-o.13 0 3

0.0914

-0·0 337

-o.6566

0.02 74

-o.6766

(0.3318)

Co. 3o8o)

(o. n68)

Cuo83)

(1.2453)

Co.6366)

Campaign Spending,

-2.8357

-2.0601

-2.6191

-12-4543

-22.9621

-w.6896

Physicians

(3.3651)

(2.9083)

(3-4591)

(2I .3II3)

(21. 810 7)

(9·9168)

Campaign Spending,

4·7228

4·2453

2.858 4*

-4 .2829

77593

5·8734

(4. 6436)

(p634)

C1. 6956)

b. 5428)

(2J. 4825)

(10.4886)

Campaign Spending,

25.0838**

9·8388

10.9777

25-4771

32.0536

-26.0174

Insurance

(10.1586)

(II.0240)

(10.167 6)

(47·5698)

(64·7 093)

C39 .16o5)

Campaign Spending,

-0·9149

-1.9549***

-o.183 6

-1. 0 947

-4.8046

-1.0626

Unions

Co.6942)

Co. 6751)

(0.4367)

(4·4 508 )

(4.J874)

(2. 0522)

Campaign Spending,

-5.2021 **

-2.9084

0·5235

20.3488

29.0102

0.5657

Senior Citizens

(2.5572)

(3·33 27)

(1.9981)

(23·7482)

(24·7707)

(8.3 868)

Public Opinion

0.13 96

0. 3241 ***

0.0291

1.863o***

2.2679***

0.6 473

(o. n88)

(0.1214)

(O.II49)

Co.6225)

Co.6281)

(0. 4027)

% Democratic Seats

Democratic

Private Insurance

Poverty Rate

Hospitals
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Table 6.1: Results of the Baseline 2SLS Regression on Child and Adult Eligibility
(1)
Dependent Variable

(2)

(3)

(4)

Adult Eligbility

Child Eligbility
No fixed

Yearfixed

State- and

No fixed

Yearfixed

State- and

effects

effects

yearfixed

effects

effects

yearfixed

effects
Relative GSP

GSP Growth

FMAP

Tax Revenue

% 18-

% 65+

% Hispanics

% Black

Constant

Observations
R-Squared

(6)

(5)

effects

-8·4779

-12.9266**

-20.5661

21.568o

18.8723

55·53!0

(7. 0438)

(6.3121)

(17-4780)

(28.1594)

(29·7430)

(47·2220)

-o.n63***

-o.ro61

0.1872

-2.0187

-0.7151

-q846

Co.1843)

Co.1683)

Co.1802)

(r.2674)

Co.8831)

Co.9699)

-o-3078

-o.3327

-o.o368

-0.1910

-o.1816

-r.oo68

(0.2388)

(0.2793)

(0.3157)

(1.3195)

(!.2797)

(I.5096)

0. 0035*

0.0084**

0.0057***

0.0101

o.oo88

-o.o1o5

Co.o02o)

(0.0034)

Co.oo22)

(0.0097)

Co. o155)

(0.0143)

-o.576o

!.2848

-o.6597

0.2959

4·9564

8.7065

Co.86o7)

Cr.o285)

(r.8798)

(5·3446)

(5·3445)

(6.5290)

-o.5381

0.5028

70049*

2.2493

j.I I25

1o.r r62

(0.7587)

Co.8o83)

(3.5801)

(4·3826)

(4·3993)

(9.0772)

0· 0973

o.o858

-r.o570

-o.5077

-o.5315

-o.7785

Co.1504)

(0.1949)

(0.7732)

(0.9705)

(0.9745)

(4.1844)

0.0515

0.1096

-3·3846

-o.8669

-o.7851

5·5156

Co.o96o)

Co.rr59)

(2.8037)

(o.6881)

(0.7328)

Crr.5669)

8!.2145*

14·9828

130·4901

75·6083

-125.9162

3·3846

(45-3031)

(57·0406)

(104.2288)

(179.3503)

(245.II24)

C358.o633)

658

658

658

655

655

655

o.328o

0.4076

0.6833

0.3789

0.4026

0.7935

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Note: Results come from panel 2SLS regressions with Private Insurance instrumented for. Stan
dard errors are clustered by state. Observations span years 199T2010.
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of the poverty line, relative to the latter. I believe this pattern is not a coincidence,
but reflects different attitudes by liberals and conservatives about the appropriate
scope of the Medicaid program. Both liberal and conservative populations share a
concern for the health of children, and thus there is but moderate disagreement
regarding efforts to reduce the number of uninsured children in a state. Opinions
diverge, however, when it comes to the treatment of adults, and liberals tend to
be far more approving of extending public health insurance coverage to adults than
conservatives. Hence, while having a liberal population is not a necessary precon
dition for a state to create extensive coverage for children, only a relatively liberal
public will approve of similar measures for adults.
Third, it is interesting to consider the coefficients on GSP growth. There are
negative coefficients on GSP growth in the child eligibility regression, but once
year-fixed effects are included, the effects become much smaller and are no longer
significant. Abstracting from these results, they could mean one of two things. Ei
ther states experience certain shocks to GSP growth at the same time (such as a na
tionwide recession), and then they change their Medicaid policy, but states do not
make such adjustments if they are growing more or less rapidly than the national
average. Or the regression without the year-fixed effects captures time trends unre
lated to the question at hand. Specifically, we know that eligibility levels are higher
today than they were in 1997, while GSP growth has likely seen an overall downward
trajectory over this time period, so there might be a spurious correlation. To check
for this possibility, I repeat the regression using a linear time trend instead of year
fixed effects (not shown) . If the regression with no fixed effects is merely picking
up a constant trend over my sample period, then this effect should disappear with
the inclusion of a linear time trend, and indeed, this is what I find. Thus, despite
the statistically significant effect in the regression without fixed effects, there is in54

sufficient evidence to conclude that the business cycle affects Medicaid eligibility
policy.
By contrast, the coefficients on tax revenue are strongly significant, at least for
children. How can this be reconciled with the finding that business cycle fluctu
ations do not affect eligibility? My best interpretation is to point to a possible
lag between the business cycle and tax revenue. Indeed, univariate regressions of
current and past GSP growth on changes in tax revenue (not shown) indicate this
strongly: current GSP can only explain 2% in the variation of current tax revenue,
but last year's GSP can explain 17% and the GSP of two years ago still a considerable
6%. Thus, it might be that, as a recession hits, fiscal pressures are mild, whereas
concern for the increased number of people who need government support, as well
as pressure from the federal government not to reduce eligibility, are at a maximum.
As the recession wanes, the perceived urgency of the problem of uninsured children
is reduced, while budgetary pressures mount, increasing the pressure to restrict the
scope of the Medicaid program. This appears to be happening in the United States
right now: although the recession is officially over, the fiscal outlook of the states
continues to worsen, and there is talk in some states talk about cutting Medicaid.
Finally, a number of variables produce notably contradictory or even counterin
tuitive results. No clear trend is apparent for the two variables on gender, with a
widely varying mix of positive and negative estimates, especially for control of the
governor's office. This impression is corroborated by F-tests for joint significance
(not shown), all but one of which are insignificant. Thus, the hypothesis that more
women in political positions of power translates into different eligibility levels can
not be corroborated here. Another set of variables, the ones on interest groups,
fare no better: estimates vary widely and, curiously, frequently run counter to ex
pectations. For example, a stronger presence of unions seems to be, if anything,
55

associated with less generous Medicaid standards, which does not square with the
expectation that unions should represent the working class. These curiosities, coupled with the fact that the

are insignificant for most regressions, lead me to

conclude that what associations we observe are likely spurious.
1able 6.2: Results of the Baseline 2SLS Regression with Electoral Competition
(1)
Dependent Variable

(2)

(3)

<4)

Child Eligbility

<5>

(6)

Adult Eligbility

No fixed

Yearfixed

State- and

No fixed

Yearfixed

State- and

effects

effects

yearfixed

effects

effects

yearfixed
effects

effects
-o.22o1

0.1332

-o-4427

-o.3597

-I.707I * *

Co.1490)

Co.r474)

(0.2032)

(0.7435)

(0.7099)

Co.8524)

0.2501

1 .2306

-r.2488

-6.2336

-3-1975

1 0 · 9585**

Governor

(2. 0968)

(2.0477)

(1.3006)

(6.1781)

Cs· 3 950)

<5·5748)

o/o Female

-o. o552

-o.0726

0.2723*

0.7727

0.7539

-2.1435**

Legislators

Co.1427)

(0.1507)

Co.r632)

(0.497�

(0.5141)

(0.9462)

3-3373

1.6077

-4·3889**

-3 · 9719

-n.2166

-8.6907

(2.3760)

(2.4740)

Cr.7359)

(19.0528)

Cr6.756o)

(7·4976)

0.5017***

0.3391

0·3°75

0 · 9145

0.6047

-o.III2

(0.1908)

(0.2099)

(0.3729)

(2.o on)

Cr.858r)

(5 · 5302)

-0.2985

-o.r320

o.oo86

-2-4253 *

-q82r

0.0369

(0.1972)

(o.r8oo)

(0.1214)

(r .m o)

(I.2434)

(0.7202)

3 · 9514

-r.8I72

0.1875

-22·3493

-42.6976

-36.6445**

Physicians

4 · 9720)

(3·7774)

Cz.o736)

(24.0807)

(27.0122)

Cr8.o646)

Campaign Spending,

-8·7544**

-5· 7332

0.7516

1 9·5049

29·5952

27·3671

Hospitals

(4-2567)

{].8440)

(2.7772)

(24·3005)

(24·9949)

(20-4740)

Campaign Spending,

II.2239

8.II30

9.8682

-92·9995

-127.5061

-207.4219*

(29.2404)

(23.6284)

Czo.6o19)

(!20.8252)

(n7.4263)

Cn9.25oo)

% Democratic Seats

Democratic

Female Governor

Private Insurance

Poverty Rate

Campaign Spending,

Insurance

Table 6.2: Results of the Baseline 2SLS Regression with Electoral Competition
(2)

(I)
Dependent Variable

(3)

(4)

Child Eligbility

(6)

(5)
Adult Eligbility

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

effects

effects

year-fixed

effects

effects

year-fixed
effects

effects
Campaign Spending,

-1.2581

-].8283

0.1746

14-3446

4-4726

2.7809

Unions

(2.6724)

(2.6647)

(1.5992)

(11.9722)

(11.3194)

(11.5967)

2.1221

1 .6015

0.4947

12.9842

14.6822

7·9899

Senior Citizens

(4.0849)

(4.1491)

(z·3759)

(19.2822)

(18.6574)

(9.0146)

Public Opinion

0·2355

0.2236

0.1155

2.1568 ***

2.2474***

-o-4706

(0.1999)

(o.I82o)

(0.1576)

(0.7589)

(0.7267)

(o.7osz)

-14·5439 ***

-�5·5287***

-15·4950

2.2874

-2.9446

127.1711

(5.0929)

(4.8384)

(16.5167)

(28.3122)

(28.5275)

(83.8693)

-o.5678***

-o.1378

0.1185

-�.sz8o

0.5367

-2.1464*

(o.1704)

(0.1452)

(o.1705)

(1.2536)

(0.9547)

(1.2217)

-o.2639

-o.4871**

-o.3877

0. 6402

0.0176

-2.2844

(0.1727)

(0.1913)

(o.5369)

(1.3403)

(1.2022)

(3. 0 119)

-o.oo25

0.0 046

0.0042*

-o.o2o9

0. 0135

-o.0141

(0.0038)

(0.0038)

(o. oo25)

(o.o2o8)

(o.o165)

(om85)

-o.2367

0.9051

0.6559

-o.9897

3 ·3806

12. 0489

(1.1323)

(u86I)

(2.0794)

(4·7 196 )

(4.1108)

(15·4941)

-o.o865

0.7511

-1.0593

3.2226

6.5275 *

8.2115

(o.8o94)

(o.8263)

(3-4931)

(3·5555)

(3·4765)

(12.3867)

0.3076 **

0.1694

-o.59o8

-o.o6I8

-o.438o

-2.1678

(0.1233)

(0.1491)

(o.8227)

(1. 1524)

(I.0046)

(10.9196)

0.1351

0.0723

-o.2361

-o.5553

-o.6I6o

18.9993

(o.IOII)

(0.1137)

(2.7473)

(0.7014)

(o.6971)

(27.8945)

-2.7064***

-2.3907 ***

-1.3411 *

-o.4902

1.1712

-3. 0431

(0.7269)

(0.7541)

(0.7099)

(4.0894)

(3·7804)

(3.0655)

Campaign Spending,

Relative GSP

GSP Growth

FMAP

Tax

Revenue

% 18-

% 65+

% Hispanics

% Black

Interparty
Competition
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Table 6.2: Results of the Baseline 2SLS Regression with Electoral Competition
(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Child Eligbility

Dependent Variable

(6)

C5)
Adult Eligbility

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

effects

effects

year-fixe d

effects

effects

year-fixed
effects

effects
0.0287***

0.0276 ***

o.oo65

o.o566 *

0 .0551 *

0. 0412

Democratic Seats

Co.oo91)

(o. o o86)

Co.oo65)

(0. 0328)

(0.0319)

(0.0331)

Constant

70.8200

56.1379

53·8355

14.6434

-w9.oo56

-258.0502

C58.o414)

Cs 9·9954)

Cu6.597o)

Czo6.7548)

(236·7538)

(424·4997)

319

319

319

316

316

316

0.3904

0-4784

0.8445

0.3746

0-4152

0.7855

Competition

Observations
R-Squared

x

*** p<O.OI, ** p<0.05, * p<O.I
Note: Results come from panel 2SLS regressions with Private Insurance instrumented for. Stan
dard errors are clustered by state. Observations span years 1 99T2003.

Next, I test for effects from electoral competition, which necessitates an addi
tional set of regressions because data on election outcomes are available only until
2003. Therefore, I have to re-run the regression on a restricted sample ranging only
from

1 997

to 2003, with two additional variables included that measure interparty

competition and interparty competition interacted with democratic control of the
state legislature. As can be seen from the results in Table 6.2, there is some evi
dence of a systematic effect of electoral competition on Medicaid policy both for
children and adults, though it is less precisely estimated for adults. The second vari
able, which combines interparty competition with democratic control of the state
legislature, is positive and significant. This conforms to the findings of Barrilleaux,
Holbrook and Langer (2o o2), who argue that Democrats react to tight competi
tion by appealing to their liberal base. The effect disappears upon the inclusion

of state-fixed effects, which is likely due to lack of interstate variation in electoral
competition; while some states are known swing states with tightly contested races,
others have electorates with clearly defined ideological preferences, which reduces
competitiveness. This, again, ties back to the relative stability in states' ideological
positions over time.
Having discussed the baseline regressions with child and adult eligibility levels
as the dependent variables, I now move on to the indices of eligibility barriers as the
dependent variables. Methodologically, the regressions mirror the baseline regres
sions from Table 6.r, and results are presented in table 6.3. No tests of the effect of
interparty competition are possible because the interparty competition dataset has
been discontinued in 2003, while eligibility barrier data have only been collected
since 2002.
Table 6.3: Results of the Baseline 2SLS Regression on Enrollment Barriers
(1)
Dependent Variable

(3)

(2)

Unweighted Enrollment Barrier Index

(4)

<s)

(6)

Weighted Enrollment Barrier Index

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

effects

effects

year-fixed

effects

effects

year-fixed
effects

effects
0 . 0 0 03

0.0017

0 .0152

0.2136**

0.2216**

0.1390*

(0.0191)

(o.0204)

(0.0179)

(o.roo7)

(0.1048)

(o.o844)

Democratic

0-4235

0.3866

0.4241

3 · 0379*

2.9987*

!.0832

Governor

(O.J525)

(0.3545)

(0.2761)

(I.5737)

(1.5938)

(I.9637)

% Female

0.0546

0.0434

-o.ooo2

0.2J78

0.2483

0.2870

Legislators

(0.0375)

(o.OJ8r)

(o. o4o8)

(o.r8r8)

(o.r846)

(0.2945)

Female Governor

0.0414

0.1258

-o.2732

-2.3521

-2.2817

0.1469

(0.4436)

(0.4566)

(0.3556)

(2.2696)

(2.3532)

(2.2951)

% Democratic Seats
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Table 6.3: Results of the Baseline 2SLS Regression on Enrollment Barriers
(1)
Dependent Variable

(2)

(3)

Unweighted Enrollment Barrier Index

(4)

(5)

(6)

Weighted Enrollment Barrier Index

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

No fixed

Yearfixed

State- and

e ffects

effects

c..
JC<:tl IJ.ACU

effects

effects

yearfixed

effects

effects

0 . 0 71 3

O.II82

-0.1226

0.6968

0.7481

I.I867

Co.r249)

(0.1535)

Co. 1 827)

Co.6562)

Co.8283)

(1 .3903)

-o.o241

-o.o2r6

-o.o357

0.5510

0.5732

0.3142

(0.0902)

(0.0955)

(0.039�

Co.3694)

(0-4421)

Co.2577)

Campaign Spending,

-o.7755

0 .0 89 0

0 . 1565

9·3765

9-4571

6.oo82

Physicians

(L267J)

(J.4 °75)

Co.8547)

C5. 853o)

(].3415)

<4 · 9491)

Campaign Spending,

0 . 9363

1 . 0 133

0.9222** *

-7.2386

7 1325

1.7594

Hospitals

Cr.o681)

(I.I739)

(o.3532)

<4.4865)

(4.6435)

(3. 6651)

Campaign Spending,

r.86o9

-o.7390

-I.I932

-5.8167

-5.68o8

768oo

Insurance

(2.318o)

(2.8039)

(2.0695)

(12.3462)

(1r.5861)

(10.0910)

0 .1341

0. 1625

0.1929

-o.5678

-o.4r58

0 .671 0

(0.2470)

(0.249 7)

Co.n89)

(r. orzo)

(1.0402)

(0.5958)

0·9323

1 . 1 87 6

o.r565

-2.5696

-2.3838

-3-6466

Senior Citizens

(0.9733)

(0.9481)

Co.4 886)

C5.84n)

C5.8644)

(2.9786)

Public Opinion

0. 0222

0.0390

-o.oo8z

-o.o6oo

-o.o717

-o.o551

Co.o 289)

(0.0301)

(o.OI9Y

(o.n68)

(0.1235)

Co.1035)

5.6o r 4***

4.726o **

6.6686*

2.0424

0.7467

12.4735

(1.9579)

Cr.8598)

(J-7548)

(].2699)

<7·7165)

C22.6ro7)

-o.1333***

-o.o876*

-o.o285

-o.2503

-o.3667

-o.n5o

(0.041 0)

(0. 0492)

(0.0343)

(o.2wo)

(0.2431)

(0.2324)

0·1343

0.1516

0.0659

0-4298

0 · 4303

0.5847

Co. o 83o)

(0.0937)

(0.0590)

(0.4219)

Co.4 819 )

(0.4307)

0.0000

0.0012

-o.ooo 7

0 .0 022

0.00 71 *

0.0013

(o. o oos)

(0.0 009)

Co. o o o5)

(o.o or8)

(0.0039)

Co. oo28)

Private Insurance

Poverty Rate

Campaign Spending,
Unions
Campaign Spending,

Relative GSP

GSP Growth

FMAP

Tax

Revenue
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Table 6 .3: Results of the Baseline 2SLS Regression on Enrollment Barriers
(I)
D ependent Variable

(z)

(3)

Unweighted Enrollment Barrier Index

(4)

(5)

Weighted Enrollment Barrier Index

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

No fixed

Year-fixed

State- and

effects

effects

year-fixed

effects

effects

year-fixed

effects
% r 8-

% 65+

% Hispanics

% Black

Constant

Observations
R-Squared
*** p<O . OI, ** p<0 05
.

,

*

(6)

effects

-o.n23

-o.0430

-o.o528

0.2439

0.2804

-r.56I3

(0.3015)

(0.3242)

(o.p36)

(r.6666)

(I.6778)

&.6373)

o.198o

0.2Il3

-o.2230

I.5487*

1.6070*

-3·7389

(0.2668)

(0.2730)

(0.7147)

(0.9225)

(0.9228)

(5·3983)

0.0246

0.0424

0.2515

0.1636

0.1900

1 .6401

(0. 0722)

(o.o821)

(0.3093)

(o.3846)

(0.4364)

(r.263o)

0.0319

0.0450

0.0182

0.2474

0.2623

6.9057**

(0.0333)

(o.o389)

(o.6196)

(o.2or8)

(0.2274)

(p846)

-9 · 3530

-14 · 36!4

1 1.530 8

-n7.7I52*

-124.8179

-76.9642

(15.0271)

(18.8r88)

(17.8356)

(64·7956)

(8+8874)

(76·3460)

423

423

423

423

423

423

0.2265

0.2285

0.7955

0.1277

0.1251

0.7341

p<O. I

Note: Results come from panel 2SLS regressions with Private Insurance instrumented for. Stan
dard errors are clustered by state. Observations span years 20oz-2010.

In general, some caution appears warranted in the interpretation of the enroll
ment barrier regressions. Although the two indices are based on the same infor
mation about state Medicaid programs, the regression coefficients frequently do
not agree, making the regressions rather uninformative. Only two results stands
out: first, a high relative GSP appears to be positively associated with points on
my enrollment barrier index, meaning the barriers are lower. Thus, it seems that
richer states seem more willing to accommodate applicants, perhaps because they
6r

can better afford to admit persons into the program who should not be eligible.
Second, GSP growth is negatively associated with the unweighted eligibility barri
ers index, and this time, the effect does not disappear if the year-fixed effects are
replaced with a linear trend (not shown). Indeed, the results, while significant only
at the 90% level with year-fixed effects and not at all significant with both state
and year-fixed effects, are significant at the 95% level with a linear time trend and
at the 90% level with state-fixed effects and a linear time trend. Therefore, there
seems to be sufficient evidence to conclude that bureaucratic eligibility barriers are
higher during bad economic times than they are during good ones. Beyond these
two findings, much is unclear, and this should perhaps not be overly surprising. For
one, as noted before, I have only a few years of observations for the eligibility bar
riers. For another, there is undoubtedly some measurement error contained in the
variable, as certain enrollment barrier characteristics could not always be cleanly
translated into a yes/no variable and others, such as on-line applications, have sim
ply not been recorded. In addition to these technical issues, the reason may also be
substantive. Since eligibility barriers constitute a somewhat more arcane issue with
fewer political ramifications, they may be more conducive to being regulated by a
policy monopoly. Such a policy monopoly, being a rather small group, might pro
duce change simply because of idiosyncratic changes affecting only the members of
the group, without a change in systemic variables. If this is the case, then even a
larger sample or better measurement would be no help, and the determination of
enrollment barriers could simply not be pinned down with this type of statistical
analysis.
To better distinguish between incremental and non-incremental change, I move
on to my second set of regressions, which test linear probability models. The three
dependent variables are dummy variables indicating whether or not eligibility has
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been incrementally expanded, non-incrementally expanded, or reduced. I run two
sets of regressions: one without fixed effects, and one with year-fixed effects. I
could include additional state-fixed effects as well, but this presents me with an
acute bias-precision tradeoff. On the one hand, it is conceivable that just as some
states have constantly different levels of Medicaid eligibility, some would be inher
ently prone to make changes to their policy more often. For example, the legislature
could be more activist or more professionally organized, or the state's media might
be very vigilant and spurs lots of political discussion, etc. On the other hand, as
Table 5.6 reported earlier, there is not a huge number of changes that occurred over
the period studied, anyway. Including state-level effects could take away the varia
tion necessary to statistically identify any effects, especially given the large number
of independent variables in my study. Indeed, when state-fixed effects are included,
there are no individually significant effects, and only one jointly significant result,
which I address below. For this reason, I do not report results with state-fixed
effects, while results from the other regressions are presented in Table 6+
The first column reveals that almost all variables enter insignificantly when in
cremental change is used as the dependent variable. One exception is the variable
on Democratic control of the governor's office, which increases the odds of incre
mental change by an estimated 6%. However, this estimate is barely statistically
significant, and only in the regression without fixed effects, where standard errors
are smaller. With that noted, the estimate is not entirely implausible, because it
might be that the governor enjoys a greater deal of power when a policy monopoly
is intact, either because he himself is part of it, or because the policy monopoly con
tains actors who pursue his interests, such as the governor-appointed head of the
Department of Health of Human Services. The other rather surprising significant
effect is that of spending by hospital associations, which is positive and significant,

though not very large. A spending increase by 1 0 cent per capita (recall that the
mean was 6 and the standard deviation 1 4 cent) is associated with an increase in
the probability of an incremental change by roughly 3 percent. Because the vari
able does not enter significantly in the following regressions, and the other interest
group variables show such little movement, I am unconvinced that this observed
effect is more than just statistical noise.
Otherwise, the regression does not offer much explanation, and the factors
thought to be influencing the decision-making cannot be shown to have any effect
on the policy outcome. As explained in Section 4, such a result should not come
as a surprise. If incremental change is indeed the product of a functioning policy
monopoly containing only few actors, then any change may well be the product
of idiosyncratic dynamics that concern only the members of the policy monopoly.
If this is indeed the primary explanation for incremental change, then one would
expect a regression such as the one in the first column to produce no significant
results.
Table 6 . 4: Results from Linear Probability Regressions
(x)
Dependent Variable

(2)

lncrem. Expansion

(3)

(4)

Non-Increm. Expansion

(5)

(6)
Reduction

No fixed

Year-fixed

No fixed

Year-fixed

No fixed

Year-fixed

effects

effects

efects

e ffects

effects

effects

-o.oor6

-o. OOI3

0.0025

-o. o o o o

-o.oorr

O.OOOI

(o.oor5)

(0. 0 014)

(o.oor6)

(o.ooo7)

(o.oor2)

(o.oou)

Democratic

0 .0584*

0.0513

0.0155

0.0236

-o. o o o5

0.0015

Governor

(0.0343)

(0.0319)

(0.0553)

(0.0220)

(o.oJ7o)

(0.0330)

% Female

-o. o o o4

-o.OOI7

-o.oo26

0.0009

0.0007

o . o o o8

Legislators

(o.0027)

(o.oo25)

(o.oo49)

(o.oon)

(o.oo25)

(o. oo23)

% Democratic Seats

Table 6.4: Results from Linear Probability Regressions
(1)
Dependent Variable

(2)

Increm. Expansion

(3)

(4)

Non-Increm. Expansion

(6)

(5)

Reduction

No fixed

Yearfixed

No fixed

Yearfixed

No fixed

Yearfixed

effects

effects

efects

effects

effects

effects

-0.0131

-o. o16o

-o.162o **

-o.0379

o.oo66

-0. 0330

(o.o5ro)

(o.o425)

(o.o8o6)

(0. 0333)

(0.0355)

(0. 0433)
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0.0048

0.0352***

-o.oo72

-o. o o28

o.oo87

(o. oo94)

(o.om)

(o.oo95)

(0.0055)

(o.oon)

(0. 0099)
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0.0222 ***

0.0005

-o.0012
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Campaign Spending,
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-0.0300
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0.1250
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(0.1735)
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(0.1214)
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Campaign Spending,
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-o.1815
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-o.0939

-o.1778

Hospitals
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Campaign Spending,
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0.3875

-o.4314

0.0953

-o.2842

O.Il99
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Private Insurance
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Relative GSP

GSP Growth
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Table 6.4: Results from Linear Probability Regressions
(1)
Dependent Variable

Tax Revenue

% 18-

% 65+

% Hispanics

% Black

Race to the Bottom

Constant

Observations
R-Squared

(3)

(z)

Increm. Expansion

(4)

Non-Increm. Expansion

(5)

(6)
Reduction

No fixed

Yearfixed
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Yearfixed
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Yearfixed

effects

effects
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effects
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0.0000
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658
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O.II70

0.4!26

o.8024
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* ** p<o. o1, ** p<o.o5, * p<o.1
Note: Results come from panel 2SLS linear probability regressions with Private Insurance in
strumented for. Standard errors are clustered by state. Observations span years 199T2010.

The second column contains the results from the regression with non-incremen
tal change as the dependent variable. Here, there are a number of statistically sig
nificant results, only to see virtually all of them disappear upon the inclusion of
year-fixed effects. The only variables that remain are relative GSP, indicating that
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richer states have been responsible for a greater share of the non-incremental ex
pansions, and the variable for a race to the bottom, which signals that states that
already have higher eligibility standards than their neighbors (as indicated by a neg
ative value for this variable) are more likely to expand again. This would result
in rising divergence across states over time, which is indeed what Tables s.r and
5.2 showed earlier. As for the variables that become insignificant when year-fixed
effects are added, the question is whether this is merely an effect of capturing long
run trends in the variables that are not related. Replacing the year-fixed effects with
linear time trends indicates that this is indeed so, as all of these variables become
statistically insignificant, even jointly (not shown).
The third column, which has eligibility reductions as the dependent variable,
allows for two more interesting observations. First, there is some evidence sugges
tive of a race to the bottom. The variable indicates that a state which makes ro%
more children eligible than its neighbors has an increased probability of lowering
its standards by 3.2%. To be sure, this is not a large effect, but it might not be en
tirely irrelevant, either. Second, the coefficients on GSP growth are negative and
significant at at least the 90% level, even after controlling for year-fixed effects. In
addition, when state-fixed effects are included as well (not shown), the two variables
related to business cycles, tax revenue and GSP growth, are j ointly s ignificant. The
finding that higher GSP growth is associate with a lower probability of eligibility
reductions fits in very nicely with the previous results, once one takes into account
which changes belong to which policy dimension. The reader may recall from Ta
bles 6.r and 6.3 that GSP growth cannot be shown to be associated with eligibility
expansions for children or adults, but that higher GSP growth appears related to
lower eligibility barriers. Moreover, Table 5.6 explains that eligibility expansions
have come in the form of either higher income thresholds for adults and children

or new enrollment barriers, whereas the vast majority of eligibility reductions has
come in the form of new enrollment barriers. Taking all of this information to
gether, we would expect to find GSP growth not to be associated with eligibility
expansions, but we would think that higher growth would decrease the odds of re
ductions, and that is exactly why Table 6.4 shows. In short, while this regression
provides no evidence that states reduce their eligibility standards for children in
response to a poor economic climate, there does appear to be a response in the
form of new eligibility barriers. On average, each percentage point of growth lost
translates into a 1.2% increase in the odds of new enrollment barriers being erected.
To finish my empirical analysis, I conduct a series of robustness checks that
are not reported because they generally make very little difference. First, I use
one-year lags for GSP, tax revenue, pensions, private insurance coverage, and the
poverty rate, to check if policymakers might be operating, or survey respondents
might be answering, on the basis of information from the previous rather than the
current year. The estimates are almost the same as the ones reported here, with tax
revenue being the sole exception; its coefficients are consistently larger, and even
statistically significant for the regressions on incremental change. This supports the
idea that policymakers base this year's decisions in part on last year's tax revenue.
As a second robustness check, I change the definition of the public opinion variable
to a three-year average for every state, independent of its population. This affects
the estimates only marginally: Finally; I use several different cutoffs for incremental
change, both lower (2 instead of 3% for child eligibility; 15 instead of 20% for adults,
r

instead of 2 for eligibility barriers), and higher (5, 30 and 3, respectively) than the

original. Once again, the differences are negligible.
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7

Conclusion
Medicaid has gradually expanded from a relatively limited program aimed mostly

at recipients of other cash assistance programs to a program that covers many low
income families and especially their children. With much of the authority of the
program delegated, this expansion has been driven to a large extent by the states.
With Medicaid set to be expanded once again by the recent health care reform act,
it is increasingly important to understand how states are formulating decisions over
who should be eligible for the program and who should not.
The empirical analysis in this paper has yielded four principal results. First, a
liberal electorate and democratic control of the legislature has the expected impact
of resulting in a more generous Medicaid program. Second, a liberal public seems to
have a greater effect on eligibility rules for adults than for children. This, coupled
with the fact that most eligibility expansions in the past have focused on children,
suggests that, while liberals and conservatives can agree on insuring children from
low-income families, views diverge more sharply on whether adults should be made
eligible, as well. Third, states do not react to tough economic times by changing
Medicaid eligibility standards, at least in the short run. I speculate that this happens
due to a combination of factors, including heightened concern for low-income pop
ulations in bad economic times, intervention by the federal government, and the
fact that recessions do not immediately impact the coffers of state governments.
However, there is some evidence that what the states do find a clandestine method
to reduce Medicaid caseloads: in reaction to difficult times, they increase barriers
to enrollment in order to lower take-up and bring down program costs. Since most
of the changes to enrollment barriers are incremental and somewhat technical in
kind, this generally escapes public attention. Fourth, the factors investigated here

appear much more relevant to explaining non-incremental than incremental Med
icaid expansion. With the exception of party control of the Governor's office, I
have not been able to detect any noteworthy factors correlated with incremental
change, suggesting that, while policy monopolies are intact, idiosyncratic factors
largely determine whether or not incremental change will occur.
In all, I believe that these findings warrant ending this paper on an mixed note.
Medicaid eligibility rules seem to be responsive to public opinion in the states,
which backs up the claim that delegation to the states allows them to adjust the
rules to take into account their constituencies' beliefs about the appropriate scope
of the program. Moreover, some of the possible concerns about equity could not
be substantiated: I do not find evidence of racially motivated efforts to exclude
minorities from Medicaid receipt. However, the tentative evidence of a race to the
bottom warrants some concern, as does the finding of states raising eligibility bar
riers in response to a poor economic climate. It seems that, despite promises to
the contrary made to the federal government, the states find clandestine ways to
reduce Medicaid enrollment during recessions after all. With its rule in the stimulus
package stipulating that states do not reduce their eligibility standards, the federal
government has already signaled it is concerned about Medicaid cuts during a re
cession. In the next recession, it should consider extending the "no cutbacks" rule
to bureaucratic barriers, as well.
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